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tee on officers. The committee ap
proved the officers' report on the
TO
strike condition and urged the miners
to begin work in .the political field to
offset the effort to bring injunctions,
under the Sherman anti-trulaw,
against labor organizations.
The committee congratulated the
TO
miners on the elevation of W. B. Wilson, a former miner, to President Wilson's cabinet, and expressed the hope
LABOR that ha would be eminently success- INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISAGAINST
INDICTMENTS
ful at the head of the labor departSION MAKES ITS REPORT
OFFICIALS DECLARED TO
ment.
BE ILLEGAL
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Big 'Storm t Puget Sound
Seattle, Wiis!)., Jan. 26. The severest storm on Ptiget Sound since the
establlsmhebt .of the Seattle weather
bureau is iff progress. At 4 o'clock
this monihifl, fho wind blew 60. miles
an hour at Cape Flattery and 54 miles
at Seattle."., fewral sailing vessels SECRETARY LANE EXPLAINS THE
are off the... Washington coast For
GOVERNMENT'S
RESTRIC
many weeks a Kuccessloa of gales has
TION POLICY
raged off the Pacific northwest coast.
DEFRAUDED The excess of r.iuu'aJl at Seattle since
January 1 has ..n five and
PEOSPECTORSAEE UNHURT
.
inches.
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grand jury, all of which defenda
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Fill G0ETHAL8 AS VET
PRESIDENT

IS NOT INFORMED

NEW YORK
POINTMENT

AP-

26. President
Washington, Jan.
Wilson has not yet directly ot'fered to
Colonel George W. Goethals the civil
governmentship for the canal zone
and cannot do so until he issues an
executive order for a permanent government of the zone.
President Wilson today was unable
to tell callers anything about Colonel
Goethals' plans for the future, as he
said he had not had any word concerning, the police commissionership
from him.

Bryan

In New Yofk

New York, Jan. 2,. William Jennings Bryan, secretary of state, paid
a brief visit to Mayor Mitchel at the
ws.v-jt-sona- l
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The interstate
of its
investigation of the Frisco Railroad
system reneivership, made in response
system receivership, made in response
grass today with a review of,. facts,
stating that the Senate resolution "did
not call for expressions of opinion or
recommendations."
Fivinacial operations not ordinary
railroad difficulties, were the cause of
the receivership of 'the St. Louis &
San Francisco railroad, according to
the interstate commerce commission's
investigations, reported today at the
direction of the senate.
Although the report says the senate resolution "does not call for expression of opinion or recommendation" it does declare, referring to the
sale just before the receivership of
$3,000,000 of 5 per cent bonds, French
series, at 78 to Speyer & Company of
New York "that the sale of securities indicated the insolvency of the
issuing company, invited and warrants tbe condemnation of all who
or narticlnated in each fiMle.
Jan.

36

Washington,
HAS NOT HEARD commerce
commission's report

call, he sa'id.
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CLE FATALITY
Du":;,h 'fCast Indies, Jan. 26.
Vufidren, 17 women and

IS

HOP

Batavia,
Fifty-eigf-

.?''--

one man were Wiled today during a
panic caused uy'.a- fire at a moving
picture show on a plantation in the
Dutch residence p( Surahaya. Most
of the victims were trampled to death
or suffocated. ;' .. i '

DEFERS
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LABOR COMMITTEE
ON
NO ACTION
TAKES
PROBE RESOLUTIONS

THE SENATE

s
Washington, Jan,' 26. Senator
resolution for congressional investigation of ti, Calumet strike and
Senator Thomas Resolution for Inves
tigation of the i,torado strike were
jy..ihe "senate labor
unacted on toe.
ommntee may be
committee. A
tnv t et?o-t
imp
Asa-urst'-

f
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26. Secretary
Washington, Jan.
Lane, told the house mines committee
today that congress should break up
the "monopoly that keeps radium at
a fabuolusly prohibitive price," and
enact legislation to put the curative
mineral on the market cheaply for
large numbers of sufferers.
'Secretary Lane declared it was the
governnent's duty to get all the radi-

it

um

SMEIfiVESraiOS

NOT THE INTENTION
CREATE A FEDERAL
MONOPOLY

could.

He combatted arguments against
withdrawal of land", saying there was
no intention of setting aside a vast
area, nor lock up the mineral lands indefinitely, but simply to get radium
out for public use where it would not
be in the hands of a monopoly.
Secretary Lane's proposal was to
divide a certain area into tracts of
3C0 acres allow exclusive licenses to
prospect, and if a prospector found
radium, to allow hin all the usual
rights except that the government
would take 20 to 25 per tent of the
radium obtained.
"I believe th.it we should not be con- ,

,
siiould
iSileyef & Company
The CM'
r ' it na.) not yfct
withdrawn area," said Secretary
been aware of the poverty of the Fris- been taken up. Secretary Wilson has single
La'na
".We should say to all the
co and of its difficulties In obtaining been asked to condense his recent rein the west, 'go out and
'
'
prospectors,
funds."
port on the Michigan strike 1.0 faciliwill
the
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NEW RATES PROTESTED
Washington, Jan. 26. Charges that
the proposed increased freight rates
on petroleum, which the eastern railroads are asking the interstate commerce commission to authorize, would
discriminate heavily against independ
ent refineries in favor of the Standard
Oil company, were made today at a
hearing of- shippers by F. W. Boltz,
traffic manager of the National Pe
troleum association, an organization of
oil companies.
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ONE SPEAKER SAYS HE WAS
SPONSIBLE FOR CHRIST- -

RE-
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MAS DISASTER

Indianapolis, lad., Jan. 2C After
Carles H, Moyer, president of tbe
Western Federation of Miners, had
charged that "if the strike of the
copper miners 8n Michigan is lost it
will be due directly to the inactivity
of the executive council of the American Federation of TAbor," the convene
tion of the United Mine Workers c!
RULING IS UPHELD
America today voted unanimously to
Washington, Jan. zfi. The inter request Samuel Gompers, president oi
state commerce commission's order re- the federation, to appear befora th
quiring transcontinental railroads to convention and explain the a.tf tr.de c2
pernvt California orange shippers to the council.
l
and
their fruit going President Moyer was given an ovap
to eastern cities, and limiting the tion when introduced
by John II.
charge .for the use ot the cars curing White, president of the coal miners,
the
stage ,to $7.50, was H,is speech, was followed by a speecb
upheld today by the supreme court.
by John H- - Walker, a coal minor, and.
president of the Illinois state FederaSPANISH AVIATOR KILLUP
of Labor. Walker told of the contion
26. Maximo
Madrid, Spain, Jan.
ditions in the copper country as he
Ramos, a Spanish milttary aviator,
found them during tho ten. weeks be
was kiUed here today when ha fell
was there as a represent va of the
with bis aeroplane from a considercoal miners.
able heigbt.
"We should quit dealing witli. tie
j hired minnien of
flie corporetsonts.
'
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construe my words- into requesting
attack on any one, but I could not;
find it in my heart to condemn any
man or woman, If drrven to it by their
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.The secretary came to
from Washington to deliver an adfind these ores,
government
dress tonight at the annual banquet
The insolvency of the Frisco, the tate the committee's consideration.
ore
at a reasonable
from
the
you
buy
of the American Asiatic association. report says, may be attributed to vaUnder a speddl jrule, the house toand we will recompensatory
price,
He will speak on "The Chinese Loan rious causes, among them :
morrow will consider resn't'ttons enduce the ores ourselves.' Thus we WASHINGTON SEES SIGNS OF DISQuestion."
. "Disproportionate
capitalization.
dorsed by the cauflus.
would have all of the radium ores
INTEGRATION OF MEXICAN
lines.
new
, "The
acquisition of
that might be discovered at our serv
GOVERNMENT
"The financing by the Frisco of the
Tent Are Blown Down
MEXICO TO BE New Orleans, Texas & Mexico rail, Trinidad, Col., Jan. 26 A high wind ice."
Wilt Ask Change of Venue
,
Secretary Lane added that he and
Washington, Jan. 26 President Wil
road and other south Texas lines.
No time was agreea on this mornwhich prevailed last night and today Chairman Foster were at work on a
son today characterized as "interestinto
Anentrance
an
for
"The
desire
motion.
on
the
blown
has
district
a
hearing
ing for
throughout the
substitute for the present resolution ing fiction" published ? reports that
IN DENVER REGION Chicago, 111, resulting in the assump- down scores of tents in the militia withdrawing
gus W. Kerr, leading local counsel
the lands, which would orders had been sent to Rear Admiral
tion of heavy fixed charges In the ac- camps and strikers' colonies.
Sixty
for the defendants, Indicated that the
sole power to Fletcher to land at Vera Cruz and
the
government
Ilgive
&
Eastern
quisition of the Chicago
forms of the indictments also would
tents were blown down at Ludlow, InOres
and develop keep the road open to Mexico City in
radium
all
purchase
be attacked. Mr. Kerr said that later ARGUMENTS FOR LOCATION OF linois railroad.
cluding five at tie military camp, the product
case the Iluerta administration colFEDERAL RESERVE BANK
"The sale of its securities at prices which caught fire from the camp
he would apply for a change of venue
"We have demanded from the Unit- lapsed. From the White House point
TODAY.
ARE
HEARD
a
to
indicate
so
as
low
deplorably stoves and. were destroyed. A large
in the strike cases.
more radium than of view the situation in Mexico is
weakened credit or an extravagant number at Camp Rafael, near this ed States hospitals
Most of the union men who have
we can hope to secure in the near slowly changing, and the Iluerta govof
the
whom
'
to
26.
claims
out
Jan.
The
with
bankers,
Denver,
arrangement
been arrested on charges growing
city, were also blown over.
future," said Secretary Lane, "but I ernment is undergoing a "natural de
of strike disorders appeared in court Rocky mountain section for a regional large profits accrued in the purchase
believe that we should place supplies cay."
this morning. Others were represent- reserve bank, under the new federal of the bonds and the subsequent sale
of radium in hospitals in cities
There is no particular development
DEFENDANTS DECEEASE
ed by counsel. Pleas of "not guilty" banking system were heard today by of the same to the public.
it
where
the
conntry,
or
critical situation in the Mexican
throughout
The
"Miscellaneous causes, among which
were entered in the cases: which were Secretaries McAdoo and Houston.
would be readily available to the problem or any other foreign question,
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a
location
Its
of
dividends
Denver
After
of
are
the payment
advantages
not based on indictments.
IN NUUBEHS QUICKLY greatest possible number of people." the president explained today, which
bank- preferred stock in spite of its weakenswering to their names the defendants for this bank were presented by
diRepresentative Mondell made an ar- has compelled him to call the foreign
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under
men,
ers and business
ed" credit and need of money.
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against any plan to withdraw relations committee into conference
gument
"Poor investments and expensive
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During
.Texas. Gordon Jones,
of minors have been sentenced to long
N. M., Jan. .26. Mitch- catan coast, word was received that
L. Howard
John
moved
President
Alamogordo,
Naterms in prison at New Westminster, president of the United States
Los Angeles, Jan. 26. Santa Bar- from the caso and Judge Doolin, by ell Majors of Kl Paso, Tex., son of II. loans exacted January 12 bad boen
B. C, was expressed in a resolution tional bank, outlined Denver's claims.
to the contributors.
and Oxnard had been granting a motion for dismissal, re- H. Majors, testified again today in
of
George B. Berger, president of the bara, Ventura
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of his father, under Indictdirectors Saturday.
American
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water
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the
of Miss
Majors. Young Majors and the supply ship Nansban are now
Southern Pacific had lost its the entire
The resolution, which was adopted, that a regional bank in tnls territory ing, the
afternoon also. Tho off Mazatlan.
the
testified
to
acquaint
thorough
south
jury
Saturday
of
today
its valley branch
also endorsed the efforts of the Can- would have a capitalization of ap- coast line,
at
of his testimony has been that
the
conditions
burden
the
traffic
with
physical
electric
ly
suburban
Moiave
and
adian trades and labor congress on proximately $3,400,000, with deposits
' Swcre-tar- y around Los Angeles had been badly Folsom street dock where the frauds his father was always kind to his
Japanese Marines Land
behalf of the striking coal miners' or- of $7,000,000. Questioned by
to mother and sister, and that following
are
Mexico City, Jan. 26. Captain
the
alleged
government
against
admitted crippled.
McAdoo, the witness
con- lis mother's death the sister was the
ganization.
Moriyaman and fourteen other
This morning began the third day have been practiced, but weather
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ditions
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a
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f
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to
even
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guard
on Sunday, followed by
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ed the measures, but that the laws are banking and trade territory tributary
most of last, night, brought use of tho mails and telegraph and vounsr man also- testified that, his Bis denied u
ji i I i
of little value to the people of only to Denver. Replying to a question by downpour
of ter was taking a preparation for her eichii i '
reseason's
a
smaller
the
precipitation six inches telephone lines in furtherance
he
favored
Mr.
McAdoo,
eight states, lie asserted that this
i to t
fraudulent and harmful transactions complexion and that she was first would i
was duo to the "jokers' la the other gional bank for Denver, with a small- and more above normal.
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a
exchanges,
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stock
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rather
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er capitalization,
plates,
rest io M
rewas drowned in a .mountain stream ary 4 before the senate banking eom- - at. their home, at, which fine rite pome the i
Arthur G.Morgan, of Sheridan, Wyo- added to a larger district with the
who had made and its vie
which
homwnnde
Monrovia.
candy,
near
Mr,
Havens
mitten.
last
another
at
night
point.
ming:, read the report of the commit gional bank
ants are ready and willing to verify."
Governor W. N. Ferris of Michigan;
Grant Fellows, attorney general; Special Prosecutor Nichols, and three
stenographers were named as persons
present who were "not by law authorized to take part In the deliberations
of the jury."
;
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ASKS LA
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STRIKE
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BOR FEDERATION'S
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one-thir- d
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MOTION

Houghton, Mich., Jan. 26. A motion to quash, the conspiracy indictment returned by the special grand
jury against copper mine strikers and
officials of the Western Federation of
Miners was filed today by attorneys
for the accused menwhen the latter
were arraigned for trial in the Houghton circuit court..
It was announced that pleas would
not be entered until the motion had
been heard and passed upon. . Counsel for the defendants, in their
motion, attacked the legality of' the
grand jury and it3 deliberations. It
was contended that the grand jury
was illegally convened, that its deliberations were not conducted in secret, as required by law, and that the apas
pointment of George E. Nichols
void
was
officer
Special prosecuting
because no showing had been made
authorizing such appointment or
claiming the want of capacity on the
part of the duly elected prosecutor.
"It is also moved," the motion read,
"that thisi motion may have the same
H'ttM-t-

-

DINNER

C0AIE1

Washington, Jan. 28. Presidents
and other officials of the big labor
unions, the men who compose the
bone and sinew of the organized labor
movement in America, are rounding
up in the capital to attend the testimonial dinner tp be given here to
morrow in honor of Samuel Comper3,
president of tbe American Federation
The affair ia to be given
of Labor.
in recognition of Mr. Gompers sixty-THEY WILL BE ALLOWED TO fourth birthday anniversary,' Ofdciol
LOOK FOR METAL ON 360
representatives of all of th one hun
dred and more national and interna
ACRE TRACTS
tional organizations affiliated with tbe
federation have been invited to
FOR
USE CF THE
PUBLIC
'

CHINESE OFFICIAL QUITS
WAS
SPEYER
Peking, China, Jan. 2fi. Hsiung
premier and minister of finance,
today resigned the finance portfolio. HIS COMPANY WAS SOLD BONDS
BODY WAS NOT He will retain the premiership only
INVESTIGATING
WILSON MAKES APPOINTMENTS
WHEN ROAD WAS ABOUT
until the inauguration of the new legWashington,'1 Jan.' 26. President
SUMMONED ACCORDING TO
TO GO BROKE
nominations to
Yuan
made
Wilson
President
islature
by
proposed
LEGAL PROCEDURE
Shi Kai.
day: Secretary of the legation at SanMUCH
EXPANSION tiago, Chile. George T. Summerlin of
TOO
NO TARIFF DISCUSSION
DEFERRED
Louisiana,: now: second secretary at
THE PLEASURE
No
decisions
26.
Jan.
Peking; second secretary at Berlin,!
Washington,
THE SYSTEM TRIED TO COVER Roland B..
in any of the Important railroad cases
Hnrvy of Maryland,' now IT
ACCUSED MEN WILL AWAIT THE
WITH
MUCH
TERRITORY
TOO
the
at,
were
announced
Santiago.
secretary
today by
pending
COURT'S RULING UPON THEIR
LIMITED CAPITAL
supreme court.
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herself. He was afso sick, he said,
but recovered.
Several other witnesses have been
introduced by the defense to prove
that Major was a kind husband and
father.
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suffering, they should wreak vengeance on 'Big Jim' MaeXaughton, tie
general manager of the eopr.-e- r company, and his hirelings,
"I firmly believe 'Big Jim' was responsible for the Christmas Kve dis
aster at Calumet, Mich."
President Moyer declared that two
appeals had been made io tho American Federation of Labor executive
council at Washington for aid for the
copper strikers and TJiar so far no notion had been taken. In speaking ct
the assault on himself find bis aliened5 deportation from the strike zone,
he said the treatment accorded him
was no worse, and in many im lances
much less, than that dealt out to hundreds of men and women in tho rank
and file of the strikers of Miruigan
and Colorado.
"Ammofis Another Peabody"
"The only difference between t.ha
treatment accorded me and the ranfc
"is tliat
and file," Moyer
the attack on me, as a representative
of the Western Federation, was given
more publicity and caused a bowl of
Indignation to arlso throughout the
land."
In speaking of the Colorado strike
Mr; Moyer said:
"I did not believe that the laboring
people r C'o si t, w.u'i evinr,
it possible for another 'Peahouy' to sit
fn the governor's chair. But they ma.
The present strike is not 'et so bail
as the ttriko of 1''i" I b 't 1 i
z
' '
Governor Vrmi i
father, if pons bi. t . f t
Peabody."
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DIVISION OF WORK AT SAN DIEGO
FAIR WILL BE ANNOUNCED
IN NEAR FUTURE

The New Mexico board of exposiThe following article from the
Mail shows the great need of tion managers, which was in session
cream for the making of butter at at Santa Fe for three days last week,
the local creamery. E. R. Russell, is wonderfully pleased that It has obmanager of the Crystal Ice and Cream- tained bids for the construction of the
ery company, stated recently htat New Mexico building at tne Panama-Californi-a
exposition at Sim Diego for
enough cream could not bo secured
for the working of the local factory less than the lowest estimate that
and that it is necessary that solicita bad been made by the superintendent
tion be extended to the entire state of construction on the grounds. This
for this product. The Mail says:
became possible through taking adThe Maxwell Slippy company has vantage of trade arrangements and
arranged with the Las creamery to negotiations with wholesale material
ship cream from here, and all the men by the members of the commis
farmers in this district are Invited to sion when they were in San Diego,
enter this market for cream, fhe accompanied by their architect, I. H.
cans will be furnished to shippers, Rapp. Of the 14 bids of Los Angeles
regardless of the amount of cream and San Diego contractors opened on
shipped.
Monday afternoon in the presence of
The price of butter fat Is always a the commission and Governor McDonfew cents higher than me price r but- ald in the office of the commission's
ter. This week the juice is 34 cents chairman, R. E. Twltchell, not one
a pound. There Is more money in was as high as the minimum estimate
shipping the cream than there is in of $ 18,000, and the contract was finmaking the butter at home.
ally awarded for $13,690 to M. D.
Arrangements have Been made with Hayes, formerly of Raton, where he
the creamery to take cream from the built the public library.
small shippers as well as the large.
Of course it pleased the commission
Jf you have one cow of a dozen, it Is that a New Mexico man was among
all the same as far as the shipping is the low bidders. He had furnished a
concerned. All you have to do Is to certified check for $600, and will give
Ko to the store, get a can, and when bond that the
building will be com
you come to town bring It In. During pleted according to specifications with
this kind of weather cream snould in four months. As the
building, a
W delivered twice a week.
replica of the ancient Franciscan misOne of the objections farmers have
sion churches at Acoma and Cochiti,
to shipping cream is that it makes' too is a
grand exhibit in itserr, it is grati
many trips to town. But under the fying that less than
f
of the
system now working, you do not have total
the
of
$30,000,
appropriation
by
nor
to come in on any particular day,
need be expended for It.
legislature
do you have to rush to catch a train.
Commissioner Sam T. Clark of Dem- Neither do you have to bother with
ing
delighted the commission with the
me snipping; au mat is auenaea io
that Luna county had followed
'
tidings
by the company, and the price here the
example of Colfax county and has
is exactly the same as the price at
$2,000 toward making an
appropriated
I.aa Vegas.
exhibit for that county. Mr.
adequate
evwill
made
cream
be
Pay for the
Clark, at the same time, laid before
cry two weeks, and the
on
almost the commission about 100 superb phocheck will come in bandy
tographs illustrating the industrial
any farm. The money Is sure, and and
agricultural advancement of the
the Las Vegas Creamery has establish Mimbres
calley. The flowing wells
cd a reputation for fair and honest
and orchard scenes as well
and
farm
dealing with the shippers.
as pictures from the hustling city of
At this time a little more than 300
made a profound impression
pounds of butter is brought into town Deming
colored slides were ordered made
and
a
part
every week by farmers. Only
Tpiform $1
of this butter can be sold hrfro, and from the , phonograph
on Luna
basis
the
for
lecture
daily
must
in
the
as it varies
good
quality,
suffer with the bad. When a lot of county during the exposition year.
Commissioner J. J. Siguier, mayor
butter accumulates, the nierhcants
of Raton, has obtained t similar apsome
mar
or
other
to
it
Raton,
ship
ket, and always at a ,oss. Local mer- propriation from Colfax1 county and
chants take butter as an accomoda- other counties will evenUially fall into
tion to the farmers. One merchant line. The chairman and publicity secaushipped 60 pounds of butter this week retary of the commission were
to
seats
to
thorized
the
visit
county
and received the following:
"Butter received, but too strong for consult with county commissioners,
table use. May be able to sell it to commercial bodies nd business men
ihe bakers for 10 cents a pound. What so that no section of the state will
be slighted in the great showing that
shall we do with it?1'
Of course tne mereuant wrom say the commonwealth will make at. San
ing: "Do the best vou can," and Is Diego. Mr. Shuler assured the comof the
out several dollars by the deal. Had mission of the
the people who spent hour working great irrigation concerns us well as
over the churn making the butter, the coal mine owners in Colfax counbrought in the cream instead, thev ty.
Commissioner Guy A. Heed told of
would have got more money, and the
merchant would not have lost on the the deep interest that is being taken
in the lower Pecos valley in the New
shipping.
Tills Is a natural dairy country, and Mexico exhibits at San Diego. It was
the opportunity to ship cream, which
is open to all, should give the dairy Tha Return
one-hal-

twice-a-mont- h

of

hnst

Etifl

E'en amf'tiMM
1.1

i44it wiia

When You Are Bilious
Food ferments in your
stomach No Reason
Why Anyone Should Suffer
when you are bilious. Quit eating
Such Disheartening Experience
and take a full dose of Chamberlain's
Tablets. They will clean out and
strengthen your stomach and tomorrow you will relish your ffod again.
The best ever for biliousness. For
"t
sale by all dealers. Adv.
TRIAL OF LABOR LEADERS NEAR
Houghton, Mich., Jan. 26. The term
of the Houghton county circuit court
which began today promises to bo
made notable by the trials of the 38
labor union leaders who were recently
Indicted on charges of conspiracy to
mine eminterfere with
out of the
The
grow
charges
ployes.
preat strike in the Calumet copper
region. Prominent among those under indictment are Charles Jf. Moyer
and C. E. Maboney, president and vice
president, respectively, of theWrestern
Federation, of Miners. The sentence
for the offence charged in the indictments is two years in prison and a
maximum fiue of $2,000.

vr

non-unio- n

No enste of poisoned blood Is ever cured
tl" last (Jcitrui'tivn germ hns bcra
And the only
pliminnted from tlie system.
in tbe tissues
that ia flKshnilatt-rnicty
nrul stimulates oHInlai activity to overcome harmful germs is tlio faiuous blood

until

punlicr,

H.

H.

S.

The skin Is hut a fine network of tiny
blond vessels, and Ihe sp'cltie action of
S. S. H. is- - declared hy eminent authorities
to he ii pronounced stimulation of the activity of these cells.
The reason for this Is In the peculiar
action of S. R. S. which euiililes the ceils
In the skin to select from the Mood the
nutriment It require for regeneration.
Not only this, hut If from the presence
of some disturbing poison there Is a local
or Ki'iiornl Interference of nutrition to cause
holts. cer!oncl"s,
absc esses and kidney
troubles. S. S. S. so directs the local cells
that toe poison Is rejected and eliminated

Cok3 to be Taken Seriously
l
r
'n k lize that common MiM should be treated promptly. imu their
demonstrated year in
If thcTft la ennczin? and chillineyfl findThis factouthnsInbeen
n wonderful
niiuiher of
in l ir1- nrt iliHm? throat, and enses year
of severe si; in eruption that had
l iibe
niptiy the use of se rued to hi1 itteurable.
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checks stocked
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H.
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EACH COUNTY TO
BE HOST FOR

PURLAS VEGAS) INSTITUTION
CHASES ALL OVER NORTHERN
NEW MEXICO
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Women's Lingerie Waists

Women's

One lot of Lingerie Waists in all styles either high or low neck, worth

regular $2.50 each, now

o

J

;

...$1.75

One lot of Lingerie Waists in all desirable styles, worth tip to $2.00
each, now
$1.00

Women's
Women's
Women's
Women's

Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats

worth
worth
worth
worth

Garments

Ready-to-Wea- r

$2.98
4.98
7.89'
9.88

$7.00 to $9.50 for
$10.00 to $15 00 for
$16.00 to $19.50 for
$20.00 to $31.50 for

Muslin Underwear

Misses and Children's Coats

During this sale we have place our entire stock of Ladies Muslin
Underwear on sale at the enourmous reduction of

Our entire stock of Misses and Children's coats, in all styles and
colors, in all sizes up to 14 years, regular price up to $8.50

off the Regular Price

1-- 3

Now

2.98

Las Veas'Lcading Store

Embroideries

Laces
in Torchons, Valenciennes and
Cotton Cluny, a large variety of
widths and patterns worth
to 10c

in both edges and insertions,
worth 7 c to 10c a yard

Special 3

l-2-

7c

Established

c

Sout5idGPk3a

1862

Special 3c

state, during the years immediately
after that exposition.
A
The New Mexico commission is especially gratified with the liberality
of the press of New Mexico which is
AT
giving it publicity and encouraging it
in its work. I.t is also pleased with
the grasp of the significance and advertising value of the exposition as
A. H. WOODS PRESENTS A DRAMATIZATION
manifested by the state officals,
OF ROBERT W. CHAMBER'S SENSATIONAL
boards of county commissioners and
chambers of commerce and realizes "THE BLIND POWER," THREE-REENOVEL
that this will be the greatest opporFEATURE, WAS TAKEN
IN LAS VEGAS
tunity in years togive.New Mexico invaluable publicity drawing upon it
A PLAY EVERY WOMAN
the eyes of investors and land and
at a glance.
Tonight and tomorrow night at the
SHOULD SEE
Browne theater will be shown another
The commission viewed a model of home seekers.
of Romaine Fielding's pictures when
Bent's fort made by J. P. Adams and
"The Blind Power" is to be presentwhich is to he one of seven landmarks
ed. This picture was made in Las
of the old Santa Fe trail to be shown
Hn thr exhiWt.
Vegas and is considered among the
It is almost completed
best taken here. Tho picture will be
end the commission is. greatly imINDltitfDtiN OH GAS shown only two nights and is a three-ree- l
and
pressed with the advertts.a
feature. The first show will beTHE GREATEST STORY OF
spectacular value of this part of the
NEW YORK STUDIO LIFE
gin at 7:15 o'clock.
The synopsis
proposed display and th models of
EVER WRITTEN
the irrigation systems will he built "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES UP of the plot is as follows:
SET STOMACHS. FEEL FINE IN
Coke Moral, an orphan of wealthy
upon the same lines.
FIVE MINUTES
parents, becomes addicted to the drug
Cimmissioner Manuel U. Vigil promTHE BOOK DELIGHTED ALL AMERICA
habit which eventually shatters his
ised the hearty
of the
Wonder what upset your stomach
THE PLAY'S BETTER YET
brain and destroys hia eyesight. A nestate's metropolis, Albuquerque, and which
portion of the food did the phew visits him, ana he craves the
of Bernalillo county, and a satisfacdamage do youl Well, don't bother eyesight of the boy. By cunning magStage Arrangements After Drawings by
tory display from the central Rio If your stomach is in a
revolt;
netic power he takes his nephew's
Grande valley. Bora Commissioners
CHARLES DANA QIBSON
sour, gassy and upset, and what you eyes, exchanging them for hiis own.
Reed and Clark laid emphasis on the
ate
has
fermented into stubborn Coke's sister is a gifted writer, and
just
desirability of having the outlying lumps; head dizzy and aches; bellch
An Interesting Problem Handled With Great
in turn he robs her of her talent and
Delicacy
counties well represented and upon
gases and acids' and eructate uudi publishes the works of her brain, leavmotion of Commissioners Shuler and
gested food; breath foul, tongue ing her a menttal wreck. Again he
Vigil it was decided to appoint auxil coated just take a little
PRICES $1.50, $1.00, 75c
Pape's Dia. meets an old Inventor, and from him
Seats at Murphey's Sunday
iary committees in every county and pepsin and in five minutes you won
draws
his
of
power
thought,
stealing
fn every place of consequence. It was
der what became of the indigestion his invention mentality. The invenalso decided to appoint a ladies' com- and distress.
tor realizes that he is losing his menmittee in each county to have charge
Millions of men and women today
tality and fights this potent 'personof the entertainment of visitors at the know that if is
needless to have a ality.
fair
for
about
two
thus
great
weeks,
bad stomach. A little Diapepsin oc
Coke
over his power and is
giving each county a certain period casionally keeps this delicate organ attacked gloats
the old man, who then
by
1915
which
will
in
it
during
play the regulated and they eat their favorite blows
up the chemicals of the true
host and during which it will empha- foods without fear.
secret of the invention. Later this
size its special attractions in addition
If your stomach doesn't take care
to the illustrated lecture to be given of your liberal limit without rebel supernatural being beholds in the
streets the shadows of his blind powdaily on each county throughout the lion; if your food is a damage instead er, and meets a
beautiful gin who
entire year.
of a help, remember the quickest,
a
wonderful
possesses
voice which he
Much attention wks paid to worksurest, most harmless relief is Pape's craves to take to himself. He flees
out
details
the
for
great map that Diapepsin which costs only BO cents to
ing
the heart of the mountains and
is to have a place In the exhibition for a
large case at drug stores. It's sends back from out the night bis last
hall. Colonel Twitchell reported that truly wonderful It
digests food and message to the world. The messenGovernor McDonald, Laiid Commis sets things
straight, so gently and ger comes up to the girl, delivers the
sioner R. P. Erveln, State Engineer J. easily that It is
7
really astonishin
note, picks up the girl and hastens
E. French, the corporation commission
Please, for your sake, don't go on to the home, of the unnatural one,
and the department of education have and on with a
weak, disordered stom where the shadows from out the past
promised their assistance In making ach; it's so unnecessary. Adv.
meet as lost souls. The doctor there
th's map the most complete Industrial,
finds that the slave has wrought with
educational, topographical compendiA $50,000 SUIT
the
power of illusion. Suddenly the
um of New Mexico ever presented. All
Boston, Jan. 26. What promises to tension of a calamity overcomes them
the statistics on the map will be of- be one
of the most notable breach of and they feel this thing that God hath
ficially verified, different classes of promise suits on record in this state created tumble over
a mighty preci
lands are to be, indicated by distinct was
called for trial today in the su- pice, thus doing the penance of his
colors, every mountain, every stream,
perior court of Maspachusetts. This power.
every, uramage system, every city. suit was
The cast Coke Moral, Romaine
brought by Miss Elizabeth
town and hamlet, every church, every M.
Ryan of New Haven, against Henry Fielding; Lilian, sister, Lillian Brock-well- ;
school house, every mining camp, in K.
his nephew,
Edmund Cobb;
Mansfield, the wealthy proprietor
fact, every feature is to be indicated of Ferncroft Inn at Middleton. Miss John Sands, inventor, Jack
Ellis; his
in such a way on the map as to be
Ryaji seeks to recover $."t0 OflO in dam- sweetheart, Gladys Brockwell.
easily located. Small reproductions of ages because of the failure of Mr.
the map are to be included in adver Mansfield to fulfill
Do you begin to cougnr. at nlsrht,
an alleged promise
tising literature and the map of each to marry her.
lust when you hope to eleep? Do you
have a tickling throat that keeps you
county will be reproduced separately
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
on stereopticon slide's, for the daily
Tar Compound.
Women and Wet Feet
It will check the
lecture on each county's resources.
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous ough and stop the tickling sensation commission, form of
How to Break Up a Bad Cold
government for
Arrangements are under way for omblnation especially to women, and t once. Does not upset the stomach.
Geo. p. pfiung, of Hamburg, N. Y.t
the publication of an illustrated vol ongosted kidnevs often result. Back s beet for children and grown per the city. Advocates and opponents
ume without cost to the state, similar ache, urinary irrefrularilies and rheu- sons. O. G. Srhaefer and Red Cross of the plan have conducted vigorous says: "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
matic fevers are not unusual results. Drug store. Adv.
campaigns and on the evo of the elec- will break up a cold the quickest of
to that, issued for the St. IOuis expofroiey Kidney Pills restore the regular
tion the result cannot be predicted anything I have ever used." This
sition in 1004 ami which helped ma- and normal action of kidneys and QUINCY TO VOTE ON CHARTER
with
any degree of certainty. A sim- remedy contains no opium or other
bladder and remove the cause of the
0
terially to bring to New Mexico
.Quincy, 111., Jan. 2G. At a special ilar proposal to adopt the commis- narcotic. It is most
Contain nn habit forming
effectual and is
home seekers who took up land, trouble.
'rugs. O.. G. Schaefnr and Red Cross election tomorrow Quincy will vole sion form of government was defeated pleasant and safe to take. Try it. For
on a proposition to establish
especially in the eastern art of the Onig store. Adv.
the by the voters a few years ago.
sale hy all dealers. Adv.
his suggestion that led to the adoption of the proposition to present
graphically before the eyes of the
seven million visitors expected at San
Diego next year, a model of the irrigation systems of the lower Pecos valley and especially the Carlsbad project. This model will be of such size
that the various reservoirs, ditches,
drainage systems, plats of cultivated
land, topography, orchards, settlements, churches, schools, in fact, everything that the land seeker may
desire to know, will tie shown and in
such a way that he can understand it

FIELDING FILM
BROWNE

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
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THEATER
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work, so his testimony is all the more
S
remarkable when he records the fact
I
that he proved just the opposite. One
of his experiments was as follows:
He put a man at some distance from
T
a screen from behind which a colored
1 i
I
was
flag
suddenly erected. The raising of the flag started a
and the man had to press a button
which, by means of electricity, stopped the watch and thus recorded how
YORKERS
PREPARE TO UNDER EFFECTS OF MILD STIM- iong he iook to perceive the flag, LAs VEGAN ELECTED BY AS:
NEW
decide Its color, and press the right
ULANT A MAN'S VISION IS
CIATION AT MEETING IN
HONOR REV. DR. GREER, A
button for that color. He then was
NOT CLEAR
DISTINGUISHED PRELATE
ALBUQUERQUE
allowed a glass of wine, which might
t
of
New York, Jan. 26. A celebration
Railway travelers, as well as rail- be considered equal to a
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. SC. Th
a
short
time
and
the
afterward
would
to
Xew
beer,
do
Mexico Wholesale Grocers' fei
similar
'well
men,
In
way
magnificence any
ponder
rivaling
affair of the kind in the history of some of the facts set forth by the experiment was repeated with the re- sociation met here in annual sessiou
the Episcopal church In New Yortt Journal of the Railway Temperance sult that in every one of the many S'aturday, electing officers for the en- ,
cases tested the man was slower after suing yeur and discussing matters of
We quote:
was begun today in honor of Bishop Union.
importance to the membership of tho
Greer and his ten years episcopate.
The late Dr. Ridge made gome ex- taking alcohol than before taking it.
association. Rate matters came in
the
was
celebration
The
arranged by
periments at a hospital on a group of
1
for considerable discussion at the
THE PRICE SHE PAY9
congregation of the fashionable St. ten people, comprising medical stu
There is hardly an American worn meeting. Officers were elected as
Bartholomew's church, at Madison dents, porters and nurses. He put up
street, of at the end of a corridor a row of let-- j an nowadays who can keep pace with follows:
avenue and
President Harry W. Kelly, East
which Dr. Greer was for many years ters, and got each member of the Hie demands made up her time and
of
Las
the
without
Vegas.
to
penalty
rector.
from
the
other
walk
paying
energy
the
group
slowly
Vice President Frank Jones, Sit-- 1
The celebration will continue over end until the letters could be read, illhealth. It may !be that dreadful
f
several days and will embrace a not of course changing the order of the backache, dragging patns, headaches, ver City.
nu Treasurer M. W.
Secretary
able program of church services and letters in each case. A mark was nervousness or the tortures of a disBocial functions. Among the noted made on the floor to show the spot placement. It Is the price she pays. Browne, East Las Vegas.
Wholesale grocers ju attendance at;
prelates taking part are Bishop Scar- where the reading was done, and the To women in this condition Lydia E.
borough of New Jersey, Bishop Lines person's initials placed beside It. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound comes the meeting included Frank P. Jous
of Newark, Bishop Brewster of Con Then he supplied them with beer in as a boon and a bleBslng. A simple of Jones, Downs and UJ, Silver City; ?
C.
necticut, Bishop Lawrence of Massa I quantities ranging from half a pint to remedy made from roots and herbs Harry W. Kelly and Clarence Iden,
an.J
Las
and
to
health
suf
Vegas
which
Co,
Gross,
as
a
Penn
Kelly
of
brings glorious
little as
pint.
chusetts, Bishop Rhinelander of
Santa Fe; S. E. Earickson, of Pecos,'
sylvania, Bishop Perry of Rhode Is- "Moderate'' enough In all conscience! fering women.' Adv.
N. M.; M. W. Browne, of Las Vegas;
land, Bishop Burgess of Long Island On repeating the test, not one of the
C..F. Remsburg, of Raton; C. N. Cot
could
the
at
read
letters
the
ARRAY
IN
CARNIVAL
and Bishop Nelson of Albany.
QUEBEC
group
The Rt Rev. David H. Greer, the spot where he formerly stood; ail had
Quebec, Jan. 26. With His Koyallton, of Galup. The Albuquerque mei.
of
central figure In .the celebration, has to go nearer. Iu no case was there Highness the Duke of Connaught as attending were W'ilmot H. Booth,
Max
Nordhaus,?
and
Co.;
an the guest of honor Quebec's annual Gross, Kelly
long been one of the leaders In the an improvement. If so small
Ilfeli
Protestant Episcopal church, in. the amount la sufficient to affect the winter carnival was mauguarated to- and D. Weiller, of the Charle3 M. Sa-United States'. Born in Wheeling, W. nerves of sight, one cannot help won- day. The city Is gayly decorated and company; R. E. Putney and II.
Va la 1841, he was graduated from dering how many poor fellows on the thousands of visitorB throng the streets. bin.
Washington collie In 1862. Imme line have lost life or limb through An entire week will be given up to
Chronic Indigestion Permanently
's
mistaken winter sports, Including skating,
diately after his graduation he took their own or
Cured
and
Idea
"a
that
little
good.;'
curling, hockey
does you
up the study of law, but soon threw
"Six years ago," writes S. E. Car-- j
Brilliantly illuminated carit aside and became a student in the Professor Kraopelin of Heidelberg
East Aurora, N. Y, "I was In
theological seminary at Gambrier, O. university in tho course of his! famous nivals will Te' nightly features on the penter.
so- very bad shape suffering from, indi
In
an
of
on
tho
ice.
discovered
that
program
his
Leading
experiments
and
ordained
was
in 1868,
He
could not eat solid food, when
first charge was at Clarksburg, W. Va. average a man who had taken a fluid cial festivities will be the vice regal gestion,
advised me to try Chamber
a
friend
of
to
which
one
ball
ounce
promalcohol
of
in
house,
parliament
went
pint
(equal
After a brief stay there he
to Trinity church, Covington, Ky., re- beer) had a half an hour afterward to ises to surpass in brillianoy any fes- Iain's Tablets. I found such reliefl
20 feet to read tivity of its kind that Quebec
has from one box that I continued usin-rmaining there until 1871, when he go to a distance of
them until cured, and though e'.x yearswent abroad. In 1875 he returned to letters that he had previously read at seen since the great tercentenary
efhave elapsed I have not felt tts;
30
lie
the
also
records
that
feet.
accept the rectorship of Grace church,
return of my former trou-- f
t
quarter-pina
nerves
of
on
fect
the
slightest
13
In Providence. He served there
half-pinble."
t
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
of beer lasted from four
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
years before coming to New York as or
Work
so
tnat
to
hours
after
five
drinking,
rector of St. Bartholomew's.
Each year the month of January
MONTANA POULTRY SHOW
tjust e numbers
In 1S97 Dr. Greer was elected bishop a man who takes a half-piits list of victims from inon
his
renders
Missouia, Mont, Jan. 20. A
eyes fluenza, la
going
duty
and
coadjutor of Rhode Island. He" degrippe, bronchitis
next
less
the
for
keen
for
Fodisplay of poultry and prt
use
signals
of
The
clined to accept the office. In l'JOl
prompt
pneumonia.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will stock was pladed on view here today j
he was also elected Dishop of the dio- four or five hours.
Professor Kraepelin made his long check the onset of a cold and stop a at the opening of the sixth annual!
cese of westeY' Massachusetts, but
the development to show of the Montana Poultry assol
with the idea cough, preventing
again declined to accept. Two yearn series of experiments
more serious conditions. Keep it on
continue!
later he accepted election as bishop of proving that a moderate dose of hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross ciation. The exhibition will
I
week.
a man to do better Drug Store. Adv.
until the end of the
coadjutor of the diocese of New York alcohol helped
and when Bishop Potter died in 1908
&
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MADE IN LAS VEGAS
(Written by ROMAINE FIELDING)
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OKE MORL, an orphan of wealthy parents, becomes addict
ed to the drug habit which eventually shatters nis Dram
and destroys his eyesight. A nephew visits him and he
craves the eyesight of the boy. By cunning magnetic
power he takes his nephew's eyes, exchanging them for
his own. Coke's sister is a gifted writer, and in turn he
robs her of her talent, publishes the work of her brain, leaving her a
mental wreck. Again he meets an old inventor and from him draws his
realpower of thought, stealing his invention mentality. The inventor
izes that he is losing his mentality and fights this potent personality.
Coke gloats over his power and is attacked by the old man who then
blows up the chemicals of the true secret of the invention. Later this
supernatural being beholds in the streets the shadows of his blind power, meets a beautiful girl who possesses a beautiful voice which he craves
to take to himself. He flees to the heart of the mountains and sends
back from out the night his message to the world. The messenger
comes upon the girl, delivers the note, picks up the girl and hastens to
the home of the unnatural one, where the shadows from out the past
meet as lost souls. The doctor there finds that the slave has wrought
with the power of illusion. Suddenly the tension of a calamity overcomes them and they feel this thing that God hath created tumble over a
mighty precipice, thus doing the penance of his power.
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today put into effect a
ne wwage scale calling for a general
ten per cent reduction. The employes
of every department, numbering te- tween 1,500 and 2,000, are affected

JACK ELLIS

.....GLADYS BROCKWELL
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IRON WORKERS' WAGES REDUCED
Uorristown, Pa, Jan. 26. The Alan
Wood Iron and Steel company and the
J. Wood and Brothers company, the
two principal iron industries in

ROMAINE FIELDING
LILLIAN BROCKWELL
EDMUND COBB

HIS NEPHEW
JOHN SANDS-Invent- or...
HIS SWEETHEART
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Proper Extension of Appreciation
A compliment should be as quickly
given for good goods and good service
as a kick for defective goods and poor
service. Most people realize this.
That is why so many have writtei
to the manufacturers of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy telling of remarkable cures of coughs and colds
it has effected, and expressing their
appreciation of the good qualities of
this well known remedy. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
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rector .n bt.,.fiarthoiomew's Dr.
Greer received an annual salary of
$15,000, and whgn he accepted the office of bishop ioadutor It was at a
considerable pecuniary sacrifice. While
rector of St, Bartholomew's Dr. Greer's
crowning work; was the erection of
the largest pajish building In the
United States. The building covers
almost an entire block and is nine
stories high. Besides the various
schools, clubs and guilds quartered in
the building there is a large employment bureau. Mission work is carried on among the Swedes, Italians,
Germans and Chinese.
Bishop Greer Is emphatically a
In the pulpit he
broad churchman.
is a plain speaker and his sermons
usually furnish food ror discussion by
his hearers. He has always been re
markably successful in his appeals to
his congregation. Some years ago he
asked for an Easter offering of $80,- 000, and when the collection had been
counted It was found that the re
sponse was even greater than the
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wounds are painful and
Ragged
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester aid become running
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIsores.
MENT Is an antiseptic healing remedy
for euch cases. Apply It at night before going to Ised and cover with a
cotton cloth bandage. It heals In a
few days. Price 25c, 60c and l.Ou
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
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A HABIT THAT PAYS
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USE ELECTRIC
or store, or shop, no matter how I if
or small, will find ELECTRIC POWER from our central
The factory

station cheapest and most convenient.
There

is absolutely NO WASTE from electric

power. You only pay for the power you actually use
or contract for. It is always available in. any 'quantity.
Electric power eliminates dust and dirt, nokz end
vibration. The problem of fuel and ash disposal a::d
hundreds of other vexations inseparable from the Gyration of other forms of power production are of no
concern to those usin electric service.
ECONOMICAL SMALL ELECTHIC OQT lulu

Small electric motors are invaluable to merchants
and housewives and dentists. They can be employed
ewma
Hie
for a wide variety of purpose.
tors save time and energy. Just the thing for YOU
wife. Buy her one today.
Initial costs of electric motors are
Operation inexpensive. We will be pleas
of electric motors, c
strate the advant
supply dealer.
"Always
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First Class Repairing

2.196

physicians died
United States and Cauada.
Reckoning on a conservative estimate
Published by
of 150,000 physicians,, this is eeiival-en- t
.THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
to an annual death rate of 14.64
(Incorporated.)
per thousand. The
annual
JEW-ELR.Y- ,
mortality among physicians from 1902
to 1913, inclusive, was 15.82 per thou- M.
PADGETT.
.Editor,
:i.
san, so that last year the mortality STUDENTS OF EUGENICS WILL BE SANER WOMEN OF ENGLAND ARE SECOND
INSTALLMENT
OF "CON- was below the averasre.
Tho chinf
INTERESTED IN ANNOUNCEOPTIMISTIC OF WINNING
. . .
IN OUR!
TINUED FILM STORY TOOWN
, Ui.
death causes were senility, "heart
MENT FROM SANTA FE
THEIR DESIRES
NIGHT AND TUESDAY
disease," cerebral hemorrhage, pneuat- monia and nephritis. The age at
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 26, An event
London, Jan. 26. Pressure of the de
The second installment of "The Ad
IStered at tiio postofflce at East death varied from 22 to 98, with an of Interest to students . of eugenics. mand for suffrage will be kept up by venturea of Kathlyn," the "continued
'Urn Vegas, New Mexico, for trana- - average of 59 years, 8 months and 12 not only in New Mexico but through women of England with unrelenting film story" being shown at the
through the United States days. The general average at death out the nation, it became known to- vigor during the year 1914, according Browne and Photoplay theaters, will be
since 1904 is 59 years, 7 months and day, is about to occur in the state to an announcement from the National thrown on
Ira&iis as eecond clasa matter.
the screen at the Photoplay
21 days.
The number of years of prison in this city, the expected event Union of Women's Suffrage Societies
tonight and Tuesday night. The first
practice varied from 1 to 73, the av being the birth of a child to one of mis organiation which is working installment, shown about two weeks
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her troubles;
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commissioners. It is understood a government measure, attempts dur consent to the
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erty verts to the regning sovereign,
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cording to report arrived in the world the liberal strength is also, reported stance, the wife is a beautiful, young Bruce is manipulating the push-dowBargeat daily and weekly circulation ings.
of a blasting machine.
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pf any newspaper in northern New
person, Pundita, highly educated. Kath
lishes the connection, there ia- a rush, fect on corn. Prices started
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72 followed the fortunes of the Lost at all events no steps were taken by
"Not along ago Sir . Edward Grey as slavery is concerned; and Pundita, r a roar and the volcano of earth cent down and suffered a further set
Cause, 92 were medical officers of the prison authorities to make public admitted that the record of the house in gratitude, begs to remain with her and stone bursts in the arena, leav- back. The close was steady at a loss
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United States volunteers and 2 were the facts surrounding its birth.
net.
of commons on the women's, suffrage until she learns the fate of her hus ing in its litter a .great gash between of
..Main 2 medical cadets. There were 3 veterBusiness Office
Oats weakened with other grain.
Students of eugenics here are al question had not been good, and if to band. When Kathlyn hears her story, Kathlyn, and the savage liona The
..Main 9 ans of the Mexican war; ID had servflews Department
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ed in the Spanish-Americawar, 1 Alma Lyons and speculating upon the satisfactory, the success of the ad her and declares him innocent. He, dead and wounded.
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seizes Kathlyn In his arms as the around. The closing quotations were:
in the Indian service, and 15 had So far as is known this is the lirst
significant. The pilgrimage In July in the palace, as the queen's personal
seen service in foreign wars. The experiment of mating a burglar with from Edinburgh to.Imdon was the bodyguard.
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stud Mr. Busser's tireless efforts to western
yellow pine timber since by who draws a salary frpm the state as
high priest and the council and tells
men
tiot the very best for the railroad
its use a very close estimate may be matron of the prison.
them that a miracle will save the
ud the general public along the Santa obtained
McSince taking office Governor
'
simply by getting the diaqueen from the Jaws of the savage
fir
ftVe lines are resulting in giving the
meter of a tree four and a half feet Donald has taken an active Interest
ons, hut if they compel her to such
j.iople of the southwest unusual op from the ground and estimating the in the management of the penitena cruel ordeal, the same force will de- menial profit. This is number of logs the tree contains.
portunities
tiary,' visiting it frequently. This in
troy many of the people assembled
one of the most commendable features
terest, it is believed, is merely the
to witness her death. The impres- FOR
LAWNS
G4EDENS
OB
fcf the big railway corporation's highly
Boston Telephone Operators' tmion carrying Out of the pledge made in
ionable people shrink at this idea;
"TiSS STOI1C CF QUALITY'
riimmentlabia work in behalf of the has received official notice from the governor's Inauguration address
stern Umballah mucks at hint and
but
Get
Yoar
Order la Early
amusement
entertainment of Its President McNulty of the American and not due to any lack of confidence
rders him driven out.
,
employes a policy which cannot fall Federation of Labor Electrical Work- in the- warden or his staff. A' '
That same night'' we see Bruce and
o lave a splendid effect upon the ers' union that it has ubeen granted
The father of Alma Llyons,
is
Ramabai meet at the house of n nigh
morale and efficiency of the men, Charter No. 1 of the new women's now in Santa Fe, has written the facts
aste native. Ramabai IfS the leader
(lie general public gets the branch of the international
of his daughter's case in the form of
The Expressman
f ab and of high minded conspirators,
PlieM1 Jl.iin CI
I uont of ii alt
an affidavit, and proposes 'to demand
whose object i to uplift the people
ESTABLISHED
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1879.
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Wellave'enDisplay
A new and complete assortment
of children's and misses' wash
dresses, which we are selling at
such low prices as to make you quit
sewing forever.' 't .

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
JRomaine. Adv.
R. R. Champion of Onava was a
visitor in Las Vegas yesterdav,
D. H. Watson of El Paso, was a

business visitor in the city today.
P. E. Clarke of Albuquerque was a
business .visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs, p. J. Emenaker are
spending a several days' vacation in
Itociada.
E. W. Cuiley of Springer was a business visitor here today. 'Mr. Cuiley
is a rancher.
Frank Springer passed through Las
Vegas last night on his way from San-l- a
Fe to Washingt6n, D. C.
Ike Bacharach will leave this evening for New York where he will be
on a buying trip for several weeks.
Herman Ilfetd returned Saturday
evening from Denver, where he has
been attending the annual stock show.
B. V. Clarke of Washington, D. C,
Is in Las Vegas for a several days'
liusiness visit. He arrived last night.
John Webb, employed in the local
Santa Fe offices, left yesterday afternoon for Trinidad on a short business
!
visit.
Mrs. C. EJ. Lewis left last night for
Downing, Mo., for a short visit with
her father, who Is seriously ill at that
place.
for the
C. J. Crary, representative
Scudder's'' Sap company of Chicago,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
J'
today.
vulllam Shilliuglaw retiLiiv I i;isi
night from Wagon Mound, waera he
iiai been on business for the jast several days.
George Rusby of Ddlia, N. M., arrived in Las Vegas last night and will
a business visit6r for the next few
days.
E. F. West and J. P. WeBton of Plymouth, 111., arrived in Las Vegas last
night and will remain here for some
time as visitors.
W. J. Durand of Mobile, Ala., arrived in Las Vegas Saturday evening
nd will remain he,-- ror several days
3 a business visitor.
D. J. Cassidy, Jr., C. U. Stvon? and
J. R. Strong, all well known residents of Mora, were business visitors
In Las' Vegas yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Snydr of La Junta, Colo., arrived in Lias Vegas Saturday night and will remain here for
several weeks as visitors.
James Abercombie of Antonchico
returned "to his home yesterday after
having been a 'business visitor in Las
Vegas for'' several days.
J. Ryland, of Boston, Mass.,' returned to his home last night after having
been a visitor with his wife here for
the past several weeks.
R. T. Campbell left last night for
"Trinidad, Colo., where he will locate.
He was employed here by the Las
Vegas Mercantile company.
T. B. Bryant returned to Las Vegas
Saturday evening from Benton Har-"boMich., where he recently buried
his wife, who died in this city.
Walter Shores, representative for
the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco company
N. 0., was a busiof Winston-Salem- ,
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Erie Choate returned this
from Watrous where she has
heen visiting her parents. She was
accompanied by her sister, Miss Ivy
Snyman.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Railway company returned yesterday
afternoon in his private business car
from Trinidad, where he has been on
a short 'business visit.
Traveling 1 na private business car
B. F. James, secretary and treasurer
of the Colorado and Southern Railway company, passed through, La4
Vegas a yesterday afternoon on hM
way from Colorado to California. He
was accompanied by his family.
Clarence Idea of the firm of Gross,
Kelly and Company, returned last
e
automobile trip
night from a
taken in the interest of his firm. Mr.
Iden visited the southern part of the
state. ne was accompanied home by
Mrs. Iden, who has been visiting in
Albuquerque.

COILUKEN'DRESSES
.'ft

'

age 2 to 6

-

at 50c

and 65c, ages 7 to
14 from 50c to $1.25

MISSES' DRESSES
sizesTS to

17,

from $1.25 to $3.75

,e

r,

400-mll-

Boston Typographical union has declared in favor of government ownership of the telegraph and telephone.

DO NOT FAIL
to ask the lady of the Corset Department to show you the latest
model in Henderson corsets

THE TANGO

,

Also our other new models. We
have them at prices ranging from
$1.00 to $3.50

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

Popular Price Store
Phone M&in 104
hr the NEW IDEA 10c

Agcttti

fMcrna

JUDGE BOOTH DEAD
IN CALIFORNIA

i

HE RESIDED IN LAS VEGAS FOR
MANY YEARS AND HAD
NUMEROUS FRIENDS
;

telegram was received this morning by W. B. Gortner from Elmer E.
Booth, announcing the death of his
father. Judge Stephen E. Booth, which
took place at his home. No. 9426 Plymouth street, Elmhurst, Gal., at noon
yesterday, Judge Booth was in his
eighty-fift- h
year, and had been in
strong and Vigorous health all the
time until a few months1 ago.
Judge Booth was a resident of Las
Vegas for "nearly 20 years, and was
well knownrby the people In this community, and, in fact, over the entire
state. He was associated with the late
Wilson Waddingham in the cattle business, being manager of the Three P.
Oattle company, and for more than 12
years made his headquarters at the
Home ranch of the Bell Ranch company, It was duting his residence on
the Bell ranch that he was elected
eommiissioner of San Miguel county,
and afterward appointed a member of
the cattle . sanitary board, a position he had for eeveral years. After
the closing out of hla cattle interests
he went to Elizabethtown, where he
represented .the Maxwell Land Grant
company iij the sale of mineral lands
in that mining camp, and the collection of royalties from the placer
mines. In "about the year 1904 he
went to California and has been making his home with his sons, Elmer E.
Booth of Fillmore, Cal., and Frederick
E. Booth of Elmhurst, Cal.
During his entire residence in Las
Vegas he was vice president of the
"Pinochle club," a social organization
which flourished pn the plaza during
the early 90's and which had among
its members such prominent persons
as the late ; Colonel M. Brunswick,
Michael Slattery, Rudolph Vollmer,
William E. O'Leary, Joseph Coleman
and others. Many interesting sessions
of this club,, which oftentimes lasted
until far into the night, were held in
the apartments of Cofthel Bnfnswiclc;
In which, Judga! Booth always took a
proniineht and 'active part, as can be
testified to by the few old timers"
who still remain a memory of the
;i)V (.$'; i
Judge Booth made periodical visits
to Las Vegas from the time of his departure from New Mexico until three
years ago. He. kept fully Informed of
the social and political affaire in the
state, through newspapers published
throughout the state, and was always
interested in the welfare of New Mex
ico, and especially Las Vegas.
Althwtgh.,.he'liYedj tdufOod old
age and passed from time to eternity
surrounded by his loving family, MS
many friends Jiere deeply regret his
'
' '" ' '
death.
A
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K

ci Baking

Powder is guaranteed

ab sol utely pure and wholesome.
There is no Kochelie sails, no
harmful residue left in the food
that is leavened with K C.
Even the most delicate can eat hot
breads raised with K C without distress.
Try K C Baking Powder breads if yeast-raise- d
bread does not agree with you.
i
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'Bhe

Had Interesting Career
Stephen Kden Booth was for nearly
a quarter of a century one of the
striking figures in the history of New
Mexico. He was so actively identified
with the development ofi'tae resources
of the territory and so intimateiy associated with its political life, that
the simple record of hla career in
in itself forms one of the dramatic chapters in the annals of the
state.
He was born in Monroe, Connecti
'
cut, March 6, 1830, and when two
New Hato
was
taken
of
age,
years
ven, by his parents, where he was
Mfe.
At the
reared to a
age of 14 he ran away, following the
sea. His first voyage was to the Spanish Main. In 1847, he visited Ireland,
of grain sent
with the first ship-loafrom America to the famine-stricke- n
people of that land. In 1849 he went
to California, before the mast; arriving at Beneoia, he fell a victim to
the gold fever, abandoned his ship,
was captured and placed in irons for
31 days.
Having secured his release,
he. went to Sacrataento, where he
secured a job at "ten dollars a day
and grub" driving oxen for freighters.
In the mines on the Yuba river, he
was generally known by the sobriquet
After mining on
of "Connecticut."
the Tuba river for four years he returned to Connecticut to puicnase
belting for mining purposes.
In 1855, Judge Booth left California, engaging In mercantile busfness
until the opening of the civil war.
In 3861, he entered the United
States navy, under Commodore Porter, and was second In command of
the "Griffith," one of the 21 vvssels
in Admiral Farragut's squadron. At
one tiiue he was offered command of
a brig, with a comnuBsion to pursue
and capture blockade runners, but dewhich
clined on account of
compelled him to retire from the Berv- -'
ice after the fall of New Orleans.
Among the 62 officers of this flotilla,
Judge Booth took first rank of his
grade; the fact being attested by
Commodore Porter.
After the war, Judge Booth became
a great traveler and visited many portions of the globe. He attended the
funeral of Daniel O'Connell, In tublin,
and dined with Don Pedro, the last
emperor of Brazil. He was wrecked
"
and was taken oft
in the
died soon after
who
two
others
with
their rescue. He spent rive aays on
tho ncpan without food or drink. He
wna first, mate of the ship "Two
Brothers," when the crew mutinied.
and saved the life of Captain Meeks,
wrom. the crew were about to throw
overboard. During h residence in
California, he helped found the city
of Redlands.
Coming to New Mexico in 1883 with
Booth
Wilson Waddingham, Judge
was made superintendent of the Fort
Bascom Cattle company, which hand
led large herds of cattle on the Mon-toya grant for many years.
Coming to Las Vegas, Judge Booth
was elected commissioner of San Mi
guel county, of which body he was
made chairman. While filling this of
fice the historic "White Cap" events,
that stirred San Miguel count , oc
curred, andi he was drawn into a vortex of trouble In the fulfillment of
official duties.
In 1893, Judge Booth went to Eliza-towwhere he served as resident
d
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YOAKUM COMING

NORMALS

AN EYE FOR TEE FUTURE
Be wise.

-

CAPITAL

EPISCOPALS

Friday night at the armory will ocmain event of the basketball
season In Las Vegas, when the Normal University aud the High school
will clash for the scnolastic cham?
pionship of the city.
This game is supposed to be the
one big contest of the season, as the
rivalry between the two institutions
ts strong.
"A preliminary game will be played
by the girls' teams of the two senools.
The Normal boasts ' the strongest
girls' team organized at the school for
several years and hopes to defeat the
High school lassies. However, the
showing made Friday night by the
High school girls' team shows that
the Normal will find considerable
fight in the little High damsels, and
the battle undoubtedly will be hotly
contested.
The boys' game wihe of equal, if
not more, interest tfiaffthe girls' contest, for the teams will be well matched. The Normal squad has been prac
ticing for the past two months and is
in good shape for a, game, while the
Highs, with the reputation of n6t be
ing defeated by a sonool team this
year, hope to hold their own against
the school teachers.
The advance ticket sale has started
and a large attendance Is expected.
"

(

CALENDAR OF SPORTS

THE

FOR

Total Pins
Juniorwhys "A"
Normalwhys "A"

IN BASEBALL

1

Normalwhys "B"
Juniorwhys "B"
Averages: Poulson,

LEAGUE

Monday

N. C.

Wednesday-

'(

-

.

Bennle Allen vs. James" Mature; for
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
pocket billiard championship, at Seat,!.:;:
tle.
'
vs. Jean
Hannes Kolehmaluoii
e
race, Madison Square
Washington. Jan. zG. Senate: Met Bouinj
Garden,' New York.
.,
at noon. '
Received the interstate commerce
Thursday
Annual meeting of Women's Metro
commission's report on the Frisco
railroad system receivership.
politan Golf association, at New York.
Labor committee deferred action on
Opening of annual bench sBow of
the Michigan and Colorado strike re- Lynn Kennel club, Iynn, Mass.
..
.
solutions.
Friday
Central A. A. U. wrestling cham
Senator Fall introduced a bill to
make the Apache Indian reservation pionships, at Illinois, a. C. Chicago,
Annual bench show of American
in New Mexico a national park.
Senator Bankhead Introduced a re Pomeranian club, at New York.
'
solution to create a commission of
Saturday
Middle Atlantic A. A. V. track and
five to investigate federal aid to good
'
field championships, at Pittsburgh.
roads.
Senator Root introduced a bill to
Annual indoor track and field meet
empower the president to name a eom- of Military Athletic league, &t Pbila-- j
initlee of seven to report a plan for delpliia.
t'rf.t
lb?) celebration of the treaty of Ghent
Opening of Nation:,! nio!-,,
House: Met at noon.
Ehow,- Madison Squaie ( t
Secretary Lane testified before the York.
v of
mines committee on bis project for
Opening of annual I
ores. noapolis Automoui.o 1 r i Jo a'
conservation of radium-bearinRepresentative Sabath went to thati0Bu
'

two-mil-

:

,

J.-i-

WILLING TO

2,603
1,307
Noyes,

1721-3- ;

1!

ALBUQUERQUE

PLAY

Murphy, 159
Hite, 158
Bowen, 156
Moore, 1551-3- ; Stew-er- t,
155; McCullough, 1511-3- ;
Ehrlch,
IN 149,- - Condon, 1471-2- ;
Melcney, 147; UNIVERSITY
CITY T TEAM
AND
Landau, 143
Archibald, 1421-3- ;
WILL CONTEST WITH LAS
Nahm,
Wright, 138; Llnberg, 137
VEGAS Y. M. C. A.
171;

5--

2;

131

The

final

games of the Sunday
school Indoor baseball league were
played at the Y. M. C. A. Saturday
afternoon and those who were fortunate enough to be present witnessed
some fast contests. The first game
was between the Presbyterian and
the Methodist Sunday echools, and
resulted in & victory for the former
by a ecore of 5 to 2. This game was
close and interesting throughout and
showed much improvement for the
individual players over the former
games. The second game was played
between the Baptists and Episcopalians! This1 was not as close as the
first, but the Episcopalians took firm
grip on the championship of the
league, as they have not been beaten
by any team thus far. The final score
was 22 to 4 in favor of the Episcopal'
ians.
These two games were the last of a
series being played at the Y. M. C.
A. This has proved satisfactory from
many standpoints. It has given privileges to many
and increased the interest of many parents
in the work that the association iB doing in Las Vegas. Prohably in the
near future contests will be arranged
of some nature to include many more
who do not have the advantages of
the building.
The final standing of' the teams in
the league is aa follows:

MATTHEVSSHOVS
SKILL AS A

That the Y. M. C. A. basketball
team will have one or the most com- plete schedules ever played by a Las
Vegas five was ehown today when A.
E. DeMarais, physical director of the
association, announced, that arrange
ments are pending for gamesi to ba
played with the University of
end also a city team of Albuquerque, In addition to a game with
a city team of Santa Fe.
The first game to be played will be
between the local "Y" team anil the.
Santa Fe city Bquad, which will occur at Santa Fe in about two weeks.
The game with the University of New
Mexico will he played about two weeks
after the Santa Fe game, and will occur here.
The basketball fans are enthused
Over the news that a game is to be
played with Albuquerque. At the beginning of the season It looked a
though it would be impossible lor the
locals to meet the unke City bunch,
as they apparently refused to recognize the Las Vega team. However,
learning that the Y. M. C. A. team
Is considered the strongest aggregation ever organized in the city, the
Duke City team has decided to play.
The Y. M. C. A. ream haa started
practice on a regular schedule and
will observe training regulation from
now on until the close of the season.
The players already are in excellent
shape and place the limit of their ambitions on the championship of the
'
southwest.
No doubt the citizens of the city
will give the local rive their strongest
support in all the games and add to
the success of the team in winning
the honors, which undoubtedly belong
to this city.
New-Mexic-

OXER
HIS

YESWORKOUT
TRAINING
TERDAY PLEASED LARGE
CROWD OF FANS

That Pierce Matthews is a clever
mitt man was shown, yesterday afternoon when he .boxed at hla training
quarters before a large audience.
Matthews showed class in every way
and demonstrated that he was well
acquainted with the mysteries of the
fistio art. He boxed several rounds
with Young Duran and pleased his
admirers with his skill.
Tommy O'Rourke continues working hard for the bout on February 3,
and Is getting in the pink of condition. He is boxing several rounds
each day and doing all other work necessary for preparation for a battle.
He shows good form and says he will
win from Matthews. .
,i . ,
Promoter O'Malley today sent out
over
W L. Pet posters announcing the fight all
the
a
audi
and
state,
expects
large
.3
0
1.000
ence. The tickets are on the press
1
.666
and will be placed on sale at once.
.2
2
.500
No arrangements have been made
.1
2
Methodist
.333
as
yet for the preliminaries for thla
3
.0
.000
but O'Malley asserts that they
fight,
Goldens Still Winning
will he fast and interesting. He plans
The Movie Basketball league had to
and
stage a
two good games at the Y. M. C. A.
curtain-raisea
Saturday night, and many outsiders
witnessed the contests.
to the members of every
An
CANADA LEAGUE MEETING
The Goldena and the Hiawandas local appeal or
union
organized labor in
Medicine Hat, Alta., Jan. 2G. In
played a hard and close game, and the Canada has been Issued
by the Brit response to the call
Goldens came out victors. ' The Gold-en- s
of President
ish
Columbia
Miners' Liberation
James Fleming the club owners and
still hold their record of not havleague, asking that on January 30 a officials of the
Western Canada Ease-ba- ll
ing been beaten by any other team of
"holiday" be inaugurated as
the- league.
The score was 32 to 20 a
league rounded up here today
gigantic protest. aginst imprison- to go over, the
in favor of the Goldens. The game
plans for the coming:
ment of the 39 minerm now in Jail, at
following this was between the Clods New Westminster In connection with season. A feeling of optimism prevails throughout the length of the cirand Valleymounts. Although this was the recent
big, strike on , Vancouver cuit.
'
not as fast as the first game it show
Every club reports good pro
Island.
gress .In
ed tnat tne Clods are in the run
up players. Then
for the championship and are now
league will continue its efforts to be
Suhscrlhe for The Optic.
close to the Rangers. The score of
recognized as a Class C organlzatloa
the last game resulted as follows
Clods, 24; Valleymounts, 10.
Next Saturday evening the games
will he between the Rattlesnakes and
1
the Rangers and the Sheepherders and
t
J
id.
the Evil Eyes.
Team standing is as follows:
W. L. Pet
bcd-rcjr- n
er

semi-windu-

ten-rou-

r.

d

Opening of fourth annual midwinter
lawn tennis tournament at Pinehurst,

5,454
4,176
2,703

.

Iliwhys'.

,

WEEK

COMING

Team Standing

HI

SERIES

cur the

SH4.OO0.0O

m.

m

!

WILL PLAY FRIDAY
BOYS'. AND GIRLS' BASKETBALL
TEAMS TO CONTEST FOR
CITY HONORS

TR.UST CO.

(St

m

dollars and

".J

THEIR TEAM IS UNDEFEATED
ALL THE GAMES OF THE

HIGHS

AND

Have some thought of your comfort later in life. Save
your
deposit them in our bank at 4 Per Cent Interest

PEOPLES BANK

HERE

Word has been received from Louis
Newman, manager of Stanley Yoakum,
to the effect that Yoakum will Issue
a challenge to the winner of the
O'Rourke-Matthew- s
battle, the bout to
be fought in Las Vegas soon after
February 3. Newman states at Yoakum is in the best of shape and will
have an open date between the twelfth
and the fifteenth of next month.
Yoakum is training for a bout in
Pueblo, Colo., and will fight in Denver on February 3, after which he
will arrive in Las Vegas and begin
working for the battle with the winner of the O'Rourke-Matthew- s
bout.

SAVINGS

tilyJ

Cold In One Day
To Cure
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25o. Adv.

.

"

fVlt

White House to protest to President
Wilson against a literacy test In the
new immigration bill.
Took up general District of Colum-bi- a
legislation.

Meeting of Western Canada Base
ball league, at Medicine Hat, Alta.
Annual meeting of Kansas and Okhv
homa
Land
Trotting circuit, at Muskogee,
Maxwell
of
th,
representative
Grant company.. He was also at one Okla.
Borrell, 6
Georee Chin vs. Joe
time a member of the territorial catat
Philadelphia.
rounds,
tle sanitary board.
.Tohnnv Dundee vs. Pal Moore. 10
He was a staunch republican, and
at Troy, N. Y.
prior to the civil war was a vigorous rounds,
vs. Young Chakas, 10
Kid
Thomas
were
opponent of slavery. So strong
N. H.
at
Manchester,
rounds,
the
on
question,
his principles
slavery
Tuesday
that at one time, while in Rio Janeiro,
Finish ' wrestling match between
he refused an offer of his weight in
Rilver if he would eo to Africa and Fred Beell and Mike Yodel, at Salt
obtain a shinload of slaves for the Lake City.
Championship races of InternationBrazilian trade.
al
was
Skating union, at Cleveland. ,
Judge Booth was a Masani and
vs.
Soldier
Levinsky
Na
Battling
Anawan
Lodge,
of
the organizer
YorK.
10
at
New
rounds,
His Kearns,
43, at West Haven, Connecticut
Tom McMahoir vs. George Kodel,
wife. Marv Eliza Thompson Booth,
N. Y.
died in California, about 40 years ago. 10 rounds, at Albany,
Dick Leadman vs. "Kayo" Krause,
10 rounds, at Sheboygan, Wis.
--
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26,
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;

r
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Goldens....

5
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.666
1
2
.666
2
3
.600
2
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2
2
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2
1
3
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Rangers
Harmless1 Ones

Clods
Valleymounts .
Rattlesnakes .
Hiawandas .
EMI Eyes
Sheepherders
J'
i Junior "A's" Win Game
'
Saturday afternoon at the Y. M. C.
AM In the Student boxball tournament,
tho Junior "A's" won from the Normal "A's" by nine pins. This keeps
the Junior "A's" still in the lead in
the tournament. Poulson Jumped to
first place over Rich Noyes, and now
has the Individual
average for ail
The next
games' played of 172
games of the student tournament will
be between the Normal Whys "B" and
on Thursday.
the Junior Whys
Scores for Saturday's games;
Junior Whys "A," 1,336
189 14
17
Noyes .
137 103 143
Bowen
J. Nahm

128

146

113

439

49S

399

Normal Whys "A," 1,337

Landau
rotilson
Hurphy

,

.1H'S

170
129

138
153

.16?

J"J

420

461

416

112
10

g

Will you need a new

rus in your
or living room when house cleaning time comes
round? If so anticipate your wants for we ecu

save you money if you buy now. We have J::st
received a new lot of rugs in all the different
grades .and' designs," Below are a few. of the
values we are offering:
,
. t

8x12 Axmiasfer Rug, Regular $29.50. at.,.;,.
8x12 Tapesfery Brussels Regular $16.50 at
8x12 "Hudson Brussels, Regular $13 00 at
9x12 ExSra Fiae Velvets, Regular $20.00 at.
8x12 Granite Art Squares, RcJ .!jx CV 3 st
27x00 Axminsier Rogs, L;i!ar 3X1 il
GxG3 Axminster
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PAID IN

J. M. Cunningham, Preside JL
Frank Springer,

guy a Coral Clyce, In Town Talk,
Albuquerque society publication:
Mrs. Q. L. Brooks is going to see
to it that Bishop Howden is given a
warm welcome, when he puts in his
iang heralded appearance, and, if by
any chance the prelate decides to go
to El Paso or Santa Fe to live, It will
bo through no fault of Mrs. Brooks,
who is working hard to have the
tiisuop's first impressions of the town,
and the people, of the right sort

t.

The reception, which St John's parish plans in honor of Bishop Howden,
will take place at the Brooks home,
and as Mrs. Brooks is In a position
to pull the social strings, it is quite
likelyt that a very representative
crowd will be on hand to greet the
eminent divine.
Episcopalian circles are much
as to the future residence of
the bishop, and will make a strong
"..id to keep him a local resident. San-S-a
Fe also is offering all sorts of
attractive Inducements to land the
Mahop, and Is confident of his permanent retention. Albuquerque is
jually sure that Bishop Howden will
aaake his home here, andthere you
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D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
e. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

AND

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTH ERHOon Na.
102 Aleets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night- - M
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
each month. Visiting dially welcome, j. c. Wertz, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. JS
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., II. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

COLUMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

LAS ..VEGAS. SAVIMGS BANK

1

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

sj

fp

$30,000.00
President

WM. G. HAYKOfJ
K. W. KELLT
D.

.

Vice President

Treasurer

T. HOSKINS
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was
badly done up with rheumatism and
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thing that wouia cure mm.
Geo. Potter of pontlac, Mo., was down
A.

Col.

3.

WalsU

possibilities of Tennessee as a etock
raising state a big exhibition of live
stock was opened at the Experiment
Station Farm here today and will be
continued through the week. One
thousand dollars has been contributed
by the bankers and business' men of
Knoxville to be distributed as premiums for the best exhibits of cattle,
hogs and eheep grown in Tennessee.

on his back with kidney and bladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It Is a
'
are.
splendid medietas and always helps.
Personally, I think it would be love- Just try It O. G. Schaefer and Red
ly to have him, but cannot see that It Cross Drug Store. Adv.
la a matter ol municipal concern.
TENNESSEE FAT STOCK SHOW
However, if the town's going to make
WANTED Clean cotton rags
to
line
Kfi) ville, Tenn., Jan. 26. With a
In
fall
of
It, I'll have
an, issue
'office.
to
the
attention
Optlo
view to calling public
sind boost with, the rest

Difference In Working Hours
A man's working day is 8 hours.
His body organs must work perfect
ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work.
Weak, sore, inactive kidneys WANTED Mani who thoroughly un
can not do it They must be sound
derstanda the merchamt tailoring
and healthily active all the time. Fo
business to take orders on the road
ley Kidney Pills will make them so.
for a large Eastern house. Tichner
You cannot take them Into your sys& Jacobi, Rochester, N. Y. '
tem without good results following,
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
WANTED A man to take charge of
our business in Las Vegas and vl i
at
inity.
Splendid proposition. Bond
Subscribe tor The optic.
required. Write Grand Union Tea
company, Colorado Springs, for par
ticulars.
A

Wanted

Good cook

at

hospital.

For Rznt
FOR RENT Furnished
York's store.
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LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 2.
A. Brlnegar, H. p.: w. o. No. 4.
NO.
it
Blood, Secretary.
8.
No. 10.
- O. O. F. LAS VEftAft 1 nnr.c un
iiw.
1. Meets every Monday evenine at
their hall on Sixth street All voting No.
brethren cordially invited to atteud No.
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gua Lehman, V. O No.
r. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wert No.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery

J

Interest PoJd On Deposits
Rneffels.

Meets first and third Tuesday eveninss each mouth at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W.,P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Tuea- conclave
jiar
No ad to occupy lest space than two
day In each month at Ma
All
lines
advertisements charged
sonic Temple at 7:3 9. m. G. H.
will be booked at space actually set
KlnkeL S. G.; Cnaa, Vamme,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Office with (he San Miguel National Bank

con-corn-

East Bound
Arrive

Arrive
1:10
. 6:35
. 4:20
. 6:35
.

RACTICALLY

313.

P. o. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank
Attorneys-at-La-

Lab Vegas.

New Mexl

p. m

i

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And-wwill give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
itoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1S
East Las Veeas. New Mexico
MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

e

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
' MRS.
OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m,

1

j

Joints that ache., muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treat
SNOW LINI
ed with BALLARD'S
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
where It Is needed and relieves suf
fering. Price 25c, 60c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.

IIICHESTEfl S PILLS
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EMPRESS
FLOUR
It s giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
'
way when you
learn how Much

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR ndk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Ik

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD

Greenclay, Secretary.

SILVER

Local Deputy. VIsitlni
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.

FRENCH-GREY(STE-

LING) FINISH

Y

OF COLUMBU8, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

EMPRESS
can be
Pioneer building. Visiting members
9
tained in this city from
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne, g
G. K.;

ALL GROCERS

Frank Angel, P. S.

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Dallvcry
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 Ibt, Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

.

....20o per
.25c per
30c per
40o per
60c par

lb
1SI Iba.
1M Ik.
1fS Iba.
1Sf (ban

1G

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorera, and Distributor of Natural Ice, tb Puiltl. tS3
Lasting Qualities ot Whleh Hare Made Las Vegaa ramoui,
,

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Sixth street,

s iritirnoMd
I'Ulsin Uv4 and UolU Metallic
boxrs, scaled wittl Blue Kit)txn.
Tnke ni olhtti. l!v f vnum

AY

K

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

m....,

p.

Montague,

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

l':35
6:40
4:30
7:00

For YOU!

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen o the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

ATTORNEYS

Depart

p. m
a. m

B.

over Assistant Deputy,
East Las Vegas, N.

Eighth

Phone Main

Depart

Trustee.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Las Vegas
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,

rooms

;

7:45 p. m.
7:20 p. m
11:59 p. m.
.11:54 p. in
2:30 a. m.
. 2:25 a. m
2:00 p. m.
. 1:35 p. m
West Bound

.

FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
neighborhood,
newly painted, pafourth
evening eacfc
Thursday
pered, electric lights. Low rate. month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
, Phone Purple 5301.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
employed,
comfortable, furnlBhed
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
no
health seekers. Phone
room;
of the month in the vestry roomi
day
Purple 5301.
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
LARGE, airy room, comfortably furvlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
nished, 803 Jackson, corner

street.

f

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ii

IAfe VEGAS
INTEREST PAID OINT TIME DEPOSITS

tb a

S

BESTAOBANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNER
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

xm t

WILL GWE BRILEPISCOPALIANS
LIANT RECEPTION F02 THE
PRELATE

'

LOBBY

$1 00,000.00

DISHOP

x

Bhe
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CHAPTER
Beauprs,
ytacmnt babe of three years, after an
SMimaing Incident In which Marshal Ney
Mlcures, Is made a Chevalier of France
fcr the Emperor Napoleon, In the home
of the lad's parents in the village of
France, where the emperor had brief-tlstopped to hold a council of war. Napoleon prophesied that the boy
mna day be a marshal of France might
under
Onothar Bonaparte.
CHAPTER II-- At the age of ten Fran-ftol- a
meets a stranger who is astonished
rwlwn the boy tells him he may one day
jpe a "marshal of France under another
(Napoleon."
CHAPTER m Francois demonstrates
pAm nerve by climbing
a lofty ohurch
teeple. This deed is witnessed by the
traoger who marvels at the boy's game-,wand ask him to visit him at
the Chateau.
CHAPTER
visits General
he Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
d
Allxa, his
lives
t the Chateau. A soldier daughter,
of the Empire
Jmder Napoleon he tires the boy's Imagination with stories of his campaigns
With the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
fcls possessions In a game of chance,
CHAPTER VI The general offers
Francois a home at the Chateau. The
moT refuses to leave his parents, but In
the end becomes copyist for the general
nd learns of the friendship between the
ceneral and Marquis Zappl, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
a,
y

seveu-year-ol-

1

CHAPTER
Zappl nnd
ion, Pietro, arrive at the Chateau. The
s;enera! agrees to care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER
shows marked attention to Marquis Zappi because
tie once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
sks the boy to be a friend of his son.
JTrahcola solemnly promises.
CHAPTER
goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappi dies
teaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
.Alixe, Pietro and Francois
meet a
trange boy who proves to be Prince
Juouis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
CHAPTER X The peneral discovers
Trancols loves Alixe, and extracts promise from him that ha will not interfere
between the girl and Pietro.
VIII-Fran- cols

cols

Q

B

Q

bis escort were hiov
the dark street toward

the Frlnce

SYNOPSIS.

j

Andrews

DETTEP TREASURE", FTC.

y ILLSVORTfl YOVNG

IIVOTATOS
rtiJGia-19-2

THC

"and

lng down
Colonel Vaudrey'e

quarters, toward

that ringing note not yet died

out from

the pulsing air.
The city was tranquil when Prince
Louis reached the barrack-gate- ,
and
in him rushed in a
the eoldier-blootide when he saw sixty mounted artillerymen posted at the entrance, and
warbeyond, In the yard, statue-like- ,
like, silent, the regiment formed in
square. If the fourth artillery fol
lowed its colonel, If the day went well
this was the core of his army. Colonel
Vaudrey was in the center of the
square; the Prince marched quietly
to him and as he came, with a sharj
simultaneous clatter that was the ma
sic of Heaven to Mb ears, the whole
rtglment presented arms.
In the glowing light the soldiers wh
fronted toward him could see that the
colorless face" turned grayer, but that
was all, and quickly Colonel Vaudrey
d

spoke to his men.
'
"Soldiers of the fourth artillery," he
said loudly, "a revolution begins today under the nephew of the Emperor
He Is before you, and
Napoleon.
comes to lead you. He has returned
to his land to give back the people

their rights, the army its greatness.
He trusts in your courage, your devotion to accomplish this glorious mission. My soldiers, your colonel has
answered for you. Shout then with
me 'Long live Napoleon!
the Emperor.' "

Long live

The terse soldierly words were
hardly finished when the regiment,
strongly Bonapartist always, carried
off its feet now by the sight of the
Prince, by the honor of being the first
to whom he came caught up the cry,
and the deep voices sent it rolling
down the empty streets. Louis Bona- -

CHAPTER XTV Fvancols Is a prisoner of the Austrlans for five vears, in
he eaatla owned bv Pietro in Italy. He
discovers In his guard one of Pietro's old
family servants and through him sends
word to his friend3 of his plight.
CHAPTER XV-T- he
general. Alixe and
Tletro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.
CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
t the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the interior of the wine
ellar of the Zappis.
CHAPTER XVTI Francois receives a
note from Pietro explaining in detail how
lo escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER
to Italy
as secretary to Pietro. He goes
has an Interview with Alixe before leaving and nearly reveal his love for hert-CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her
lackeys.
f CHAPTER
takes Mar-iuZappi's place, who is 111, In the
of
Hortense
Dressed
Louis.
and
escape
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
Austrlana from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.

i

cols

--

,

t

XIII-Fran- coIs

ls

"

CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely

liucy."

CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
Hampton, on the "Lovely Lucy,"
yiarry
roes to America to manage Pietro's estate In Virginia.
CHAPTER XX Francois wins respeel
nd admiration of the aristocratlo southerners. He becomes a favorite In the
borne of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI-Lu- cy
Hampton fa1!
In love with Francois and pleads with
toim for the story of Napoleon.
CHAPTER

the story of
Francois.

XXTT-Ln- ey

how

Hampton hearj
Napoleon knighted

Louis NaCHAPTER XXIII-Prln- ce
poleon In America becomes the guest 01
the Hamptons.
meets
CHAPTER
Francois at the Hamptons. Fram.ois as,
mures1 the Prince of his Intense loyalty to
him and his cause.
XXIV-Napol-

eon

--

"CHAPTER

XXV-Lu- cy
Hampton
r
her love for Francois after the
life
of Harry Hampton and
saves the
la himself Injured In the effort.
ols
tells Lucy
CHAPTER
Hampton of his undying love for Alixe,
CHAPTER XXVII Francois returns
to his home in France. He' tells Altxa
his one wish in lite is that she love Pietro. He joins the political plotters, his
health fails and he is forced to return
to America.
8
XXVIII Napoleon
'CHAPTER
Francois to London to aid him in
iliis plots to gain, the French throne. Lucy
lat-te-

XXVI-Franc-

sum-mon-

"

CHAPTER XXIX Francois becomes
Xapoleon's "Bright shadow" In London.
CHAPTER XXX Pietro proposes to
Alixe and is accepted. They plan a letter to Francois telling him his wish la
granted.
(Continued From Saturday)
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CHAPTER
The

Bugle-Cal-

s

t

l.

The gray dawn of a Sunday morning
began to break over the sleeping city
of Boulogne, yet earlier than the dawn
anxious eyes opened to watch, and
men's hearts heat fast to meet it.
and bar
Scattered in lodging-houseracks Louis Napoleon's followers were
waiting before daylight for the pari
they bad to play. No man among them
was as quiet, as little nervous as the
Prince, yet his as well as every gallant heart of them felt a throb fit
relief with its bound of excitement
"when a trumpet from the Austerlitz
barracks, the barracks of the fourth
artillery, Napoleon's own regiment,
suddenly
It was the Bli;ial, nnd in a moment
.,.-,!-

been sent To arouse the
of
the line, at the Place d' Alton bar
racks, and shortly Prince Louis himself was on his way to the same place.
Through the streets of the city, no
longer empty, he passed with his officers, and the people poured from their
houses, and joined and answered the
shouts of the Boldiers.
"Vive. l'Empereur!" the soldiers
cried. "It is the nephew of Napoleon,"
and the citizens threw back, "Vive
l'Empereur! It is the son of the honest king of Holland! It la the grandson of Josephine!"
They pressed so close about the
small figure In its Swiss uniform of a
colonel that for a moment he was separated from his officers, and Colonel
Vaudrey, smiling for all his military
discipline, was forced to order his
mounted artillerymen to clear the
road. Every moment an old soldier
broke out of the mass and embraced
the eagle which Lieutenant de Querelas carried proudly high above all
this emotion; the soldiers' eyes flashed with success; the Prince's heart
beat high for joy to know that he had
not misread the heart of army or people. When the column passed the gendarmerie the guard turned out and
presented arms, shouting, "Long live
the Emperor!" So he went through
forty-sfxfb-

A

"The Arsenall" the Man Gasped.
parte standing erect, motionless, Impassive as always, wondered if a pulse
might beat harder than his and not
break. He held up his hand, and rapidly, yet with lingering shouts of enthusiasm, the tumult quieted. The
regiment to its farthest man heard every word of the strong tones.
"Soldiers," he said, "I have come to
you first because between you and
me there are great memories. With
you the Emperor, my uncle, served as
captain; with you he won glory at the
siege of Toulon; you opened the gates
of Grenoble to him when he came
back from Elba. Soldiers, the honor
of beginning a new empire shall be
yours; yours shall be the' honor of saluting first the eagle of Austerity?, and
Wagram." He caught the standard
from an officer and held it high. "It
is the sign of French glory; it has
shone over every battlefield; it has
passed through every capitol of Europe. Soldiers, rally to the eagle! I
trust It to you we will march today
against the oppressors, crying 'Long
live France.'"
One who has not heard a regiment
gone mad can not know how it was.
With deafening clatter and roar every
sword was drawn and the shakos flew
aloft and again and again and again
the men's deep voices sent up in broken magnificent chorus the great historic cry to which armies had gone
into battle.
"Vive l'Empereur! Vive Napoleon!"
The souls of a thousand men were
on fire with memories and traditions,
with a passion of consecration to a
cause, and as if the spell of the name
grew stronger with its repetition they
shouted over and over, in tremendous
unison, over and over and over.
"Vive Napoleon! Vive l'Empereur!"
It was necessary at last for the
quiet slender young man Who was the
storm-cente- r
to raise his hand again,
and with a word, with the glimmer of
a smile to speak his gratitude to stop
the storm. There was much to be
done. The fourth artillery was but
one of several regiments to be gained
if the victory were to be complete.
Colonel Lombard was dispatched to a
printing office with proclamations to
be struck off; Lieutenant Laity hur
ried away to his battalion; a detachment was sent to hold the telegraph
office; the tumult once quieted, the
yard was a scene of efficient business,
for all this had been planned and each
officer knew his work. In a very few
moments the officers of the third ar
tillery who were with the Prince had
hastened to their quarters, another. had

the streets of Boulogne, Louis Napo
leon Bonaparte, eight long years before he came to his own, and marched in triumph and acclamation to a
failure.
And close by his side, his look as
radiant as the Prince's look was contained and impassive, marched always
Francois Beau pre. The
military knowledge, the patient toil
of preparation had come into play,
and in a hundred ways the man had
been useful. With no exact rank as
yet, but ready at any moment, eager
for the hardest task, never asking for
resourceful, officers
rest, quick-witteas well as Prince had developed a
habit of turning to Beaupre for service after service. And always they
were met with a glad consent which
encouraged them to ask more until
the Prince said:
"It is the case of the willing horse;
I will not permit that my right-hanman be worked to death it .must
stop."
Today, however, Francois had a
definite duty of responsibility., While
Prince
the
marched,
gathering
strength at every yard, through the
town toward the Place d' Alton at its
farther side, Colonel Couard of the
third artillery had gone to proclaim
the great news to his regiment and to
hold them ready. In case of success
at the Place d' Alton, Beaupre was to
go back, and bring them to join the
Prince. In case of failure they were
to be his reserve. The Place d Alton
barracks lay between town and ramparts, to be reached from the town
side only by a narrow lane; but the
ramparts commanded with a large
open space the yard where the soldiers assembled. If the Prince entered
fromhe town side, from the street- -r
Faubourg Pierre only an escort could
go with him. If he went by the ramparts the whole enthusiastic fourth
artillery might be at hiB back. This
then was the route chosen.
But as the Prince and the regiment
and the swinging Shouting mass of,
citizens made its way toward the
quarters, suddenly,- too late, the offthat
icers about his Highness saw
some one had blundered. Someone In
the van a man had lost his head, had
forgotten, and the compact Inelastic
procession had been led toward the
approach from the Faubourg Pierre,
the narrow lane at the side toward
the city. It was a serious mistake,
yet not of necessity fatal, and at all
events they must make the best of it.
The Prince could not make a dramatic
entrance at the head of a shouting
regiment, but for all that he might win
the forty-sixth- .
SomeHe did win the forty-sixtthing had happened to the officer sent
to arouse them another slip In the
chain and instead of being drawn up
in the yard they were getting ready
for Sunday inspection, but they flocked to the windows at the noise, they
rushed into the yard at the name of
An old sergeant of the
Napoleon.
Imperial Guard ran forward and. kissed Prince Louis' hand, and the reserved face lightened he knew the
value of a bit of sentiment with
Frenchmen; he was not wrong; In a
moment the line regiment had caught
up the cries of "Vive l'Empereur!"
raised by the artillerymen, and the
earlier scene of the Austerlitz barracks was being repeated here. Prince
Louis, pale and composed In the center of the roar of voices, the seething sea of excitement, heard a word
at his ear and turned.
"Sire, It is success. I go to bring up
your Majesty's other regiment," Francois said, and the Prince answered
quietly:
"Yes, It is success. Go, mon ami."
In a moment the messenger had
thrown himself on the horse of an artilleryman and forced a way through
the recoiling mass, down the lane,
and out to the Faubourg Pierre, In
the free street he galloped the horse,
through the windings that he had
learned with this moment in his mind.
The third was drawn up waiting, and
a Bhout like a clap of thunder greeted
his news. Buoyant, proud, he took
his place by the colonel at their head,
and gaily the joyful march back began. The sun had come from behind
the clouds of early morning nnd shone
jrlorlously on glnnciiis steel, on the
brilliant swinging line of the regiment. Low branches of trees brushed
Francois' shoulder as he rode and the
touch thrilled liiiii, for hi: knew by it
that this was true and not a dream,
was leadand he, Francois l.'p.i!i--- e,
ing a regiment of Fraiice tof,. i
Tinercr:-- . The Zn'.'x 1' 1 J'i lU
hard-earne-

d

happy" fife, culiufnated In those bright
moments.
Suddenly a man galloped from t,
side street, in front of the advancing
troops; he stopped, saluted, called a
word. It was not a day to take any
thing for granted; Colonel Couard

halted the regiment.
"The arsenal," the man gasped
"They have taken Monsieur de Per- signy prisoner. Monsieur le General
Voirol is on his way, but he is dis
tant. It is a step from here. The
third artillery could arrive there before him they would surrender-Monsi- eur
de Pcrslgny would be released" he stopped breathless.
The colonel turned an inquiring look
on Francois. Aa the Prince's messenger, as the man whom he had seen
closest to the Prince's person, he deferred to him, and Francois realized
that he must make, and make quickly,
a momentous decision. The arsenal
was Immense and lightly guarded. De
Persigny had been sent with a small
force to take it, for the ammunition
it held might at any moment be of
supreme Importance. It seemed that
the detachment which guarded It had
been underrated, for It bad made prisoners of De Persigny and his men,
had alone esand this
caped. If they were to be rescued, If
tne arsenal was,to be gained for the
Prince, this very moment must be
seized. General Voirol, royalist, the
commandant at Boulogne, was on his
and the
way with reinforcements
third might well hold the arsenal
against him but not gain it from him.
With his whole being concentrated
Francois thought. The orders were
plain to lead the third artillery to Join
the Prince on the ramparts. But there
are times In history when to obey orders is treachery. Was not this moment, heavy with the right or wrong
of his decision, one of them? Was it
not the part of a mind capable of
greatness to know and grasp the flying
second of opportunity? Would not the
Prince reproach him, if he stupidly let
ihls one chance in a thousand go by,
for servile fear of disobeying orders?
He had left his Highness safe with
two regiments at his back; thi3 other
could do nothing at the Place d' Alton
barracks but swell the ranks; here, by
a turn of a hand, they might win for
the cause the very blood and bones
of success, a mighty arsenal, and for
themselves honor and gratitude from
their Emperor. In Francois' mind
was a touch of Innocent vanity that he
should have the power to render so
signal a servlee, yet no thought at all
for himself or for the honor he might
he
gain or lose;
weighed the reasons why or why not
it would be best for the Prince.
voice broke in
The
"My Colonel, I beg you, I implore you,
save Monsieur de Persigny. The
Prince loves him he will be very
angry if he is leJfc,- helpless they
threaten to execute him I myseli
heard I irapore you, Monsieur le Colonel. For the rest, it Is indeed the
moment of fate to win the arsenal."
Francois' face lit with a fire of
decision. "My Colonel, it la for the
Prince it would be his will we must
not let slip the gift of destiny.. To
the arsenal!"
And while ordersrang out sharply
and the regiment wheeled Into sliding
lines that doubled and parted and
flowed together again In an elastic
stream toward the looming arsenal,
Francois, with a quick word to De
was writing
Persigny 's
rapidly on a bit of paper.
"You will take this to the Prince at
once," he ordered, and the young offl
cer saluted, for he, too, knew, as most
of them did, this man's anomalous yet
strong hold on Prince Louis.
Francois rode again to the colonel's
side, and he did not doubt that he had
decided rightly.
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Mb Work

whole-heartedl- y

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
A good

remedy for a bad couga is

BALLARD'S

HOREHOUND

SYRUP,

it heals the lungs and quiets irritation.
Price

1.00 per bottle.
25c, BOo and
Sold by Central Drug; Co. Adv.
GOOD ROADS

CONVENTION

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The

ill

U U

Fort Worth, Tex., Jan. 26. The
largest and most representative convention ever held by the Texas Good
Roads' association assembled in this
city today and was called to order by
President John W. Warren. County
and city officials and representatives V
of commercial,, agricultural and other
organizations throughout r the state K
are la' attendance. The sessions will
continue three days, during which
time the delegates will discuss plans
for a comprehensive road improvement campaign to embrace every section of the state. The program pro
vides also for addresses by well
known road engineers and practical
demonstrations of the most improved
methods oj" road construction.
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How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh.
Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
the undersigned, have known
F. .1. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
AVe,

business transactions and financial
able to carry out any obligations
rondo bv his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCET. l'ilc, O
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is telfen Internal-Iv- ,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Tes-Price 75 cents
r ion ah sent free.
per bottle. Sold hy ail dnurf-UsTa!e Hall's Family Pills for cons!!
ration. Adr.
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Light
o'clock

Seedles-Tr-

Ripened

ee

Si

want
They have that delicious tariff or smack that makes you

i

jnore.

Their juice is richer than wine.
Their sweetness has the delicate, zestftil flavor which only
durcomes to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny bough,

1.80

the Half Box

Try a dram of Old Tayior Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

BRIDGE STREET
THE GREAT AMERICAN ROUND UP

Thomas, a carrier at the
was Indisposed today and
to be at work.
i

The Finest Picture of Its Kind Ever Ma.de

C. L.

Mrs. Albert Marshall is reported seriously ill at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Reed.

3.50

25c

By the Dozen

to

GOo

Los Alamos this
morning applied for bounty on a coyote killed near his home lately. The
bounty was ?2.

Stsctims Store
J0

R. W. Lord, cashier for the Casta-ned- a
hotel, Is 'ill with an attack of
neuritis. He is being relieved by F.
M. Cole of Trinidad.
Milton Taichert is indisposed with
an attack of grip and was unable to
attend to his duties at the Taichert
clothing store today.

BLANKETS

Direct from the Indian

The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold a meeting this evening at
the W. O. W. ball. All members are

A-

Reservations-Lar- ge

fine colorings

- unique paiterns-a- ll

requested to be present.
Mrs. Erie Choate, solo, accompanied
by Mrs. Charles O'Malley, Thursday

prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

BESS

Hilt HIRE

AUTOS

can now furnish a.vitorriobiles for
hire at any lime needed. The best of
service with reasonable prices.

HUBBARD
Agent Overland Automobiles

-

4171

e
Strong has purchased a
from the Las Vegas Ford Sales
company here. Mr. Strong 13 the
treasurer of Mora county and resides
in Mora, '"'

C. TJ.

Hup-mobil-

Tho Ladies' League of the First
Presbyterian church will meet tomor
row afternoon at 2:30, o'clock at the
home of Mrs. O. C. fcingg, 3009 Main
street. A missionary tea will be
served. .

Railroad Ave

There will be a meeting of all the
Elks who are to take part in the
minstrel show this evening at 8:30.
o'clock at the lodge room. Those who
wish places ia the cast are requested
to be present
The entire city seems to be indisposed, as will be noticed by the num
ber of "sick" items in the local col
umns. The change of weather prob
ably ia responsible. Cases of grip and

0

,
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FRIEZE

It's the

car.
In gusty Fall thru Winter's
snow in balmy Spring or
sunny Summer the Ford
serves its owner equally well.
It's the one car on the job
every day of the year.

BE

DEDICATED

SENT

ARTICLES

'i

BY

TONIGHT

EXPRESS

Six hundred and fifteen dollars is the new price
of the Ford F. O. B. Las Vegas complete with

RE
WELLS FARGO ANNOUNCES
DUCTIONS, TO GO INTO EFFECT FEBRUARY 1

BIG

Beginning a week from today a new
classification of rates will be in use
on the entire system of the Wells
Fargo Express company,, making that
corporation a; close competitor of the
parcel post. This new system was
ordered Installed several weeks ago.
The average lowering of rates Is 16
per cent on 100 pound packages, while
on smaller articles the decreaim is
about 30 to 50 per cent, and in some
cases 60 per cent.
The new express rates will appeal
to the public generally, which, as a
rule, has the smaller class of packages to consign. Heretofore the (arg-e- r
part of the express business has
been with the shippers of bulky yack-ageWhile food stuffs went at a
comparatively low rate on the pound,
the charges for small packages were
high, and it was on this class of
oods that the express companies drew
their highest profit. The new schedule, however, will equalize this and
will prove satisfactory in many ways
to the entire public, in addition to in
creasing to a large extent the busi
ness of the Wells Fargo Express com
pany, it is believed.
With the entrance of the new rates,
'books have been Innew
stalled in all the offices of the Wells
Fargo company, and are decidedly satisfactory to the clerks, as it requires
only a minimum of lime to learn lo
the rate to different cities of the
United States where heretofore it
was necessary, to scramble through
several big volumes.
The Christma.: business during last
year and all during the hol'days was
decreased for the Wells Fargo
it Is said, because of the popThe
ularity of the parcel post.
new rates are 'expected to cause an
increase In business for the local office of theL Wells Fargo.
s.

rate-findin- g

,

I

Phone Main 397.

night, January 29. Browne theater.
Episcopal entertainment Adv.

The Misses Lucy and Marie Clements, duet, Japanese rove song, at the
Episcopal entertainment, Thursday
night, January 29, Browne theater.
Adv.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

H.-B-

LOWER RATES

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rya, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Ernest Schutt of

ssortment

(Three Reels) Ma.de by Gaumant

post-offic-

Episcopal entertainment,1' Thursday
nigbt, Browne theater. Adv.

They are the finest oranges grown in the world.

By

MUTUAL MOVIES

automobile lamps at 5:51
this evening.

Miss Marguerite CluxtQn, piano solo,

ing warm golden days.

Buy Them by the Box

1914.
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'PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

"

JANUARY

CROWD TO WITNESS PREILFELD'S
OF
SENTATION
GIFT TO NORMAL

This evening at the assembly hall
of the New Mexico Normal University
will occur the dedication of the hand
some frieze presented to the school
by Charles Ilfeld, one of the members
of the board of regents. The excellent
program prepared for this evening as
sures a large attendance.
The frieze is a copy of the famous
Bonatello's "Dancing Putti" from the
Singing gallery of the Cathedral of
Florence, and is considered a master
piece. Mr. Ilfeld made the donation
some time ago, but the dedication bad
been postponed several times.
The Guests of Honor
By virtue of service: Frank O. Kihl- berg, Charles Ilfeld, M. W. Browne,
Frank Springer, A. B. Smith, William
R.' Tipton, Charles A. Spiess, Octavla- no A. Larrazolo, J. M. Cunningham,
Joshua S. Raynolds, James Scott Dun
can, Sr., Antonio Lucero, F. E. Olney
and Eugenio Romero.
By virtue of election: Margarito Romero, Ezequiel C. de Baca, Elisha V.
Long, K. D. Goodall, W. P. Southard,
F. O. Blood and W. G. Haydon.
M. F. Des Marais,
By invitation:
county superintendent,
Board of regents, appointed by Governor W. C. McDonald: The Honorable F. E. Olney, president; the Honorable M. W. Browne, secretary; the
Honorable Charles Ilfeld, tho honorable Eugenio Romero, the Honorable
John D. W. Veeder.

El'lillON

equipment.
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Get catalog and particulars from
'
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VEGASM

SALES CO.
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Jefferson R"ynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President. ;
H. ErleJ,Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.

I::

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
,

? OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, 525,000.

In every department
are prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid en Time Deposits

TOTSUCCEED

BKISTOL

IN PUEBLO

FORMER LAS VEGAN IS PROMOTED BY THE SANTA FE RAILWAY SYSTEM .

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

Pueblo, Col., Jan. 26. Important
railroad changes in Colorado were
WOMAN DIES ON THE
made known here today, when it was
announced that C. H. Bristol, division
CALIFORNIA TRAIN superintendent of tse Santa Fe, had
tonsilitls are numerous.
ALL WORK DONE AT OCR SHOP
been named to succeed J. M. Kurn as
general superintenojent for the westGUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS
There will 'be a special meeting of
MARY E. CLOUGH SUCCUMBS ern grand division with headquarters
MRS.
com
and
Fire
Hose
E.
Romero
the
EARLY
TO TUBERCULOSIS
at La Junta. Mr. Kara becomes prespany this evening at 7:30 o'clock.
YESTERDAY
ident of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
to
be pres
All members are requested
railroad, with headquarters at Detroit,
ent, as matters pertaining to the bi
Shortly after niidnight yesterday Mich.
annual dance will be discussed.
morning on the Santa Fe limited, train
(Mr. Bristol will be succeeded here
No. 3, Mrs. Mary E. Clough, wife of by J. E. McMahon of Clovis, New Mexcar
the
with
street
assist
a
Running
William Clough of Kansas City, Mo., ico.
ance of crutches is no pleasure, ac
died about 15 miles south of Raton.
Mr.
Laemmle.
to
George
cording
Mrs. Clough was on her way from
The Optic had the announcement
Laemmle, motorman for the Las Ve Colorado
Colo., to Phoenix, of the selection of Mr. Bristol to suc
Springs,
his
gas Transit company, sprained
and was accompanied by her ceed Mr. Kurn Saturday. That Mr.
knee last night and was forced to Ariz.,
and her niece, Miss Lillian McMahon will succeed Mr. Bristol on
husband
all
crutches
hobble on
day today.
Hall of Kansas City, Ao.
the Colorado division at Pueblo, howMOST
YOUR MONEY
was due to tuberculosis and ever, is news. Mr. arcMahon resided
Death
The closest guess to the number of the effects of
the high altitude at in Las Vegas for several years and
beans in the jar that was displayed Raton Pass. Mrs.
Clough was In a was trainmaster here. In 1911 he
in the C. E. Baer curio store window, serious condition
iy. AIM.)
before leaving Colo was selected as superintendent for a
who
was 2,222, by Palo Rosenthal,
was intent upon newly created! division on the Belen
rado
but
Springs,
A
ND
was given a box of candy for his abilmaking the journey, wnich resulted in cut-of- f
with headquarters in Clovis.
ity. The exact number of beans in her death. The body was brought to Mr. McMahon
and his fam'ily have a
-XmJm'G
i
?
the jar was 2,284. Guesses ranged Las
and embalmed by the Las large circle of friends here who will
Vegas
from 7S to 30,000.
Vegas Undertaking company. Accom be glad to learn of his promotion.
panied by Mr. Clough. and Misa Hall
In honor of her sixth birthday, Miss it was sent last
night to Kansas City.
DUCK SEASON CLOSED
at the Duncan opera house. Thursday
Mary Louise Roach entertained a num Burial will be at that place.
The duck season is closed. This is
Elks will give an Informal
the
evening
BE
TO
aftIS
'friends
THIS
ber of ber, tittle
Saturday
Mrs. Clough was 33 years of age
at their club rooms, whSle local musi- contrary to previous announcements
ernoon at the home of her parents and was a woman of considerable educal talent will give an entertainment ori this subject, but tho state game
Mr. and- Mrs. John A. Roach. The cation and
Sne had been ill
for the benefit warden announces that it Is closed,
talent.;
at
BUSY WEEK of the Browne theater
decorations were in pink and white for the
cburch.' Friday night and in so announcing ho is doing just
past IS months. Mrs. Clough
the
Episcopal
and the refreshments were carried was a
graduate of a dramatic institueverybody will gq to the armory to what the department of agriculture
out in the same colors. The party tion in Kansas
City and in addition
witness the games between the High told him to do in a letter received yeswas a highly enjoyable affair.
DOING school and Normal basketball teams.
to being a remarkable elocutionist she THERE IS SOMETHING
terday afternoon. Recently the game
EVERY NIGHT WITH EXCEPwas talented in the rt of painting.
The girls' teams will play the open- warden announced that the federal
TION OF SATURDAY
Three marriage licenses were grant She also instructed a aumber of clasing game, while the boys' teams will law notwithstanding the duck season
ed at the court house Saturday after- ses In both in Kansas City.
appear in the final eventv ( On Satur- in New Mexico would run to the limit
noon and one this afternoon, showing
of
This ifto be a busy week for those day night there lis nothing doing, so set by the state law, March 31, inMr. Clough is sergeant-at-arm- s
that Cupid has been busy.1' The li- the upper house of the common coun- who enjoy going out at night. To- far as is known now! Doubtless every- stead of closing on December 16, the
censes Issued were given to the fol- cil of Kansas City, and is a prominent night at the Normal University will
body will take a bath and retire early, date set In the federal regulations.
lowing people: Hllario Gutierrez, resident of that city. He is a prom- occur' the dedication of the Ilfeld to recuperate from the effects of the He thought he had backing from headaped 20, and Cruz Montano, agnd 20, inent Mason and was visited by mem- frieze. At the Photoplay and Browne week's dissipation.
"'" i
quarters in this ruling but evidently
both of Las Vegas; Tobias Gallegos, ber of the order during his stay here. theaters special programs of moving
ho had not, and an official communiaged 22, and Abelina salazar, aged 21,
pictures, Including a Fielding feature
cation' from that department will be
both of Bast Las Vegas; Pablo Aten-ciand "The Adventures of Kathlyn,"
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
In 61.7 per cent of the. cases of mailed this week telling all about it.
aged 10, and Canufa Varela,
Notice is hereby given that the tax will be shown. Tomorrow night the women factory workers in the state
a go J 18, both of San Pablo, and Er- roll for A. D.
Members of of Washington, investigated by the
Subscribe for The optic.
1913 lias been received Ellis' lodge will meet.
nesto Martinez, aged 20, of La Lien-dr- in the treasurer's office. The first this organization are expected to turn industrial welfare commission, the
and Fabiola Montano, aged 15, half of the 1913 taxes is now due and out in force, as eight candidates are wage was less than $9 a week. The
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
;
of Pintada.
will become delinquent on February to be initiated.
average was kept tip by the pay of
On Wednesday night "Tho Common employes of fish canneries, who are SMALL, home for wage earner,
10, subject to a. penalty of 1 per cent
cheap;
Law," a play which i expected to be permitted to work more than eight
Iter month.
good corner, good location. See Cutrtjg
'
Subscribe for The Optic
ler Brothers, 614 Lincoln avenue.
Treasurer and Collector. exceptionally good, will be produced hours a day.
'

All Hands Are

Eager
for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have

mm
--

til

tried it. If there were only
one sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. But there are
plenty, so order one
for yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour is.
to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS

y

PH,?,NC

0--

TUESDAY OF SPECIALISTS
don't

When yoa want the services of a medical expert you
o to the coal man-W- hen
you want Groceries, Meats or Bakery Goods you

don't rjo to the foundry
You fo to the man who knowsthe man who can
deliver the goods

WE

ARK SPECIALISTS
BUTCHERS

GROCERS,
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AND

IIAMBO

BAKERS

Cfl. STORE

best cf evesyiiikg eataele

Cyf Prices Are as Low as Any for the Same Quality

Goods

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

HEAT FOR

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLES I.EA
RETAIL
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